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ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT 

Investigating the factors affecting variation in individual reproductive success is a key 

element for understanding selective pressures driving adaptation and evolution of fish. 

It is often assumed that larger, and hence older, individuals have higher relative 

reproductive fitness compared to small fish. This could result from the positive 

relationship between size and absolute fecundity and may be also facilitated by non-

genetic age- and size-dependent parental effects on egg quality and offspring survival. 

However, detailed knowledge confirming these hypotheses is lacking for most fish 

populations in the wild. In the present study, the relative reproductive success (RRS) 

was estimated for an exhaustive sample of sexually mature male and female pike (Esox 

lucius L.) in a natural, unexploited population inhabiting a small lake in Brandenburg, 

Germany. In total, 215 viable offspring were sampled in summer and autumn 2008 and 

assigned by multilocus microsatellite genotype-based parentage assignment to 341 

potential adults of the spawning population in spring 2008. It was found that 43.2 % of 

all sampled mature females and 21.5 % of all mature males recruited at least one viable 

young-of-the-year (YOY) to the population. The average (± SD) RRS was 1.0 ± 2.33 

for male and 1.0 ± 1.45 for female pike. The spawning time extended from March, 25, 

to May, 01, 2008, as revealed by micostructure analysis of the YOY otoliths and there 

was a clear trend for large and old pike spawning earlier in the season than smaller fish. 

Relative reproductive success was not significantly related to size of either males or 

females, but there was a trend for larger males exhibiting higher RRS. There was no 

evidence for reproductive senescence for very old and large spawners. Interestingly, the 

RRS of females was positively related to fast early juvenile growth. Correspondingly, 

directional natural selection for fast juvenile growth was found in the present study, and 

there was also a non-significant trend for stabilizing selection on this trait. This finding 

suggest that female pike of either higher competitive ability or greater risk-taking 

behaviour during the juvenile period or those genetically predisposed for fast growth 

exhibit fitness advantages by showing superior reproductive success later in life. This 

study extends the already known selection for fast growth to increase chances of 

survival in this strongly cannibalistic species by a novel finding about the importance of 

fast early growth for reproductive fitness in pike. Therefore, any ecological or human-

induced influence on growth of pike might have fitness consequences and may therefore 

also affect population dynamics. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Crucial processes governing the dynamics of fish populations are individual growth, 

mortality and reproduction (Wootton 1998). Despite decades of research onto these 

factors (e.g., Ricker 1954; Berverton & Holt 1957) unravelling the causes and 

consequences of variation in individual reproductive success remain among the greatest 

mysteries in fundamental and more applied fish population ecology. This understanding 

is also a key element to investigate the selective pressures driving adaptation and 

ultimately evolution of life history (Roff 1992; Stearns 1992). It is exactly the lack of 

precise understanding of variation in reproductive fitness among individuals of natural 

fish populations that has stimulated several studies on this topic in recent years 

(Seamons et al. 2007; Carlson et al. 2009; Reichard et al. 2009). Historically, much of 

the variability in stock recruitment relationships of fish is thought to originate from 

environmental stochasticity (Cushing 1982). In addition, recruitment success has been 

shown to be a function of density-dependent and -independent ecological factors 

(Ricker 1954; Beverton & Holt 1957). However, historically recruitment has been 

related to total spawner biomass (Ricker 1954; Beverton & Holt 1957), and only 

recently has the importance of stock structure (e.g., size and age structure) for 

recruitment in fish been fully recognized (Venturelli et al. 2009). To understand how 

recruitment of fish is related to the spawning stock more research is needed on the traits 

affecting individual reproductive success in the wild. This is not least important to be 

able to predict selection pressures on traits under natural conditions, which can be 

accomplished by relating relative reproductive fitness to phenotypic traits of the 

spawning fish (Lande & Arnold 1983; Arnold & Wade 1984a; Seamons et al. 2007). 

The avenue of molecular tools, allowing the precise tracking of reproductive success of 

individuals throughout life, promises a suitable approach in situations where a 

reasonable complete sample of spawners and recruiting offspring can be generated, e.g., 

in small freshwater lakes or smaller rivers. This information, which is otherwise 

difficult to obtain in site, can provide important insights into the expression and 

evolution of phenotypic traits, and although selection is regarded as the chief engine of 

evolutionary change scientists have only recently begun to measure its action in wild 

fish populations (Kingsolver & Pfennig 2007). No single study has yet examined the 

determinants of individual reproductive success as well as the direction or strength of 

selection in a natural pike (Esox lucius) population. Pike has substantial importance for 
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commercial and recreational fisheries throughout much of its natural range (Paukert et 

al. 2001; Arlinghaus & Mehner 2004). It has been hypothesized that in a pike 

population the large fish have higher relative fitness. The higher reproductive success of 

large individuals compared to small pike could be a result from the generally valid 

positive size-fecundity relationship (Wootton 1984; Roff 2002; Kamler 2005), and may 

also be facilitated by non-genetic size-dependent parental effects on offspring quality 

and survival (Bernardo 1996a,b; Mousseau & Fox 1998). This resulting higher 

reproductive fitness of large fish should result in natural selection pressures that favour 

large and fast growing individuals. Shedding light on this hypothesis is the objective of 

the present study. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Natural selection on body size-related traits in fish 

The causes and consequences of phenotypic variation among individuals are of 

fundamental interest in evolutionary ecology because it is this variation that provides 

the raw material for natural selection (Mousseau & Fox 1998). Investigating such 

patterns is not only important for understanding selection responses in evolutionary time 

(Endler 1986), but also to predict recruitment and survival success, and hence, 

population dynamics in ecological time (Sibly & Smith 1985). Natural selection acts on 

phenotypes, regardless of their genetic basis, and produces immediate phenotypic 

effects within a generation that can be measured without referring to principles of 

heredity or evolution (Lande & Arnold 1983; Arnold & Wade 1984a,b). In contrast, the 

evolutionary response to selection, the genetic change that occurs from one generation 

to the next, does depend on genetic variation and heritability (Arnold & Wade 1984a). 

Reproduction is the link between generations and, though the process of natural 

selection, may be viewed as the ultimate goal of life (Roff 1992; Stearns 1992). 

Understanding the factors affecting variation in reproductive success among individuals 

is thus a key element to understanding the selective pressures driving adaptation and 

evolution (Hereford et al. 2004; Kingsolver & Pfennig 2007).  

In general, organisms are selected to maximize lifetime reproductive success 

(Roff 1992), and hence fitness, within the constraints imposed by phylogeny, 

development, genetics and stochastic environments (Fleming 1996). This has led to the 

evolution of diverse adaptations and strategies among, but also within populations 

(Pianka 1976; Stearns 1992). The observed variation in reproductive success among 

individuals within a population of indeterminate growing fish it is often hypothesized to 

be the result of larger, and hence older, individuals having higher relative fitness (Roff 

1992). The presumed higher relative reproductive success of large compared to small 

individuals could be a result from a higher absolute fecundity (Kamler 2005), greater 

experience at spawning (Einum & Fleming 2000; Law 2007), increased competitive 

ability to secure resources (Reichard et al. 2009), and it may also be facilitated by non-

genetic age- and size-dependent parental effects on offspring survival (Bernardo 

1996a,b; Mousseau & Fox 1998). Hence, natural selection is often assumed to favour 

large body size in fish as well as its correlated traits, such as fast growth rates, within 
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limits set by natural trade-offs (Werner & Anholt 1993; Biro et al. 2004). Despite this 

assumption being frequently reported in the literature (Hoekstra et al. 2001; Kingsolver 

et al. 2001; Hereford et al. 2004; Kingsolver & Pfennig 2007), relatively little is known 

about the strength and direction of natural selection on body size-related traits for many 

fish species, presumable because of the difficulty to quantify true fitness in the wild. 

The few existing studies, which have often focused on salmonid fishes (Hendry et al. 

2003; Seamons et al. 2007), observed a general trend towards selection favouring larger 

body size. However, strong directional selection was relatively uncommon in the above 

mentioned fish studies suggesting stabilizing selection. This is in agreement with the 

findings from studies on a broad range of terrestrial animal and plant taxa (Hoekstra et 

al. 2001; Kingsolver et al. 2001; Hereford et al. 2004). Indeed, some studies have failed 

to find a significantly positive selection on body size in fish thus not supporting the 

generally well established “bigger is better” hypothesis in fish (Carlson et al. 2004; 

Hamon & Foote 2005). Carlson et al. (2009), for example, has shown that selection in 

salmonid fishes may act against large size in small rivers, because low water flows 

make successful ascent and breeding by large salmon risky and difficult, counteracting 

fitness advantages associated with larger body size. Similar results were observed in 

salmonid fishes migrating and spawning in small streams that were subject to bear 

predation (Quinn et al. 2001). However, less information is available about the strength 

and direction of natural selection in populations where the traits under selection are less 

obvious (Edeline et al. 2007). To be able to predict selections pressures in these fish 

populations it is essential to be able to estimate fitness in the wild. Although the 

measurement of total lifetime fitness is a worthy goal, even accurate estimates of major 

fitness components may give valuable insights into the strength and direction of natural 

selection (Hereford et al. 2004; Kingsolver & Pfennig 2007).  

2.2 Molecular tools to assess reproductive fitness 

In recent years parentage assignment in fish populations using molecular markers has 

become one of the most cost- and time-efficient approaches to analyse mating systems 

(DeWoody & Advise 2001; Wilson & Ferguson 2002; Seamons et al. 2004), population 

dynamics (Milller & Kapuscinski 1997; Martinez et al. 2000), individual reproductive 

success (Araki et al. 2007a,b) and natural selection on adaptive traits (Araki & Blouin 

2005). Genetic parentage analysis can precisely determine the number of offspring 

attributable to individual parents (McLean et al. 2004). This information, which is 
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otherwise difficult to obtain in aquatic ecosystems, can give important insights into 

expression and evolution of phenotypic traits (Seamons et al. 2007).  

The increased use of parentage analyses to estimate fitness in the wild in recent 

years has not only led to a fast development of different techniques and methods for 

parentage assignment (Marschall et al. 1998; Slate et al. 2000), but also to a critical 

review of their applications, strengths and weaknesses (Wilson & Ferguson 2002; Jones 

& Ardren 2003; Hoffmann & Amos 2005). This is of special importance for studies 

conducted under natural conditions where most biological aspects of a given target 

population are often unknown to the researcher. Araki and Blouin (2005) postulated that 

nearly all methods are subjected to assignment errors that can include failing to identify 

the true parent when it is present, or falsely assigning offspring parentage. Researchers 

have therefore estimated the levels of genetic diversity required for effective parentage 

analysis using either actual or simulated allele frequency data (Bernatchez & Duchesne 

2000; Letcher & King 2001). In addition, different parameters and practical 

considerations for successful analysis were identified (Jones & Ardren 2003). It has 

been shown that failing to sample all potential parents can create high rates of 

assignment error that can only be accounted for if one has an accurate estimate of the 

number of missing adults (Marshall et al. 1998; Neff et al. 2000a; Nielson et al. 2001; 

Kruuk et al. 2002; Araki & Blouin 2005). Moreover, several studies investigated that 

genotyping error could strongly affect estimation of variance in reproductive success 

among individuals and thus calculation of natural selection pressures on adaptive traits 

(Morgan & Conner 2001; Kruuk et al. 2002; Morrisey & Wilson 2005). Genotyping 

errors may arise from mutation (molecular markers), polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

errors, or from human errors (Morrissey & Wilson 2005). However, although mistakes 

may occur in parentage analyses, no other approach has been developed so far that is 

more suitable for estimating individual reproductive success in the wild. In addition, the 

approach seems particularly suitable to closed freshwater fish populations in small 

lakes, where there is a high probability of sampling most of the existing spawners.  

2.3 Determinants of individual reproductive success 

Detailed knowledge of factors associated with the individual reproductive success of 

fish is crucial for understanding the ecology and evolution of a species (McLean et al. 

2004). Reproductive success can be defined as the passing of genes on to the next 

generation in a way that they too can pass those genes on (Arnold & Wade 1984a). The 
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wide range of individual traits an individual can possess and environmental conditions 

individuals they may encounter influences their realized life-time reproductive success, 

and hence fitness (Stearns 1992; Wootton 1998). However, detailed knowledge of these 

potentially interacting and correlated traits is lacking for most freshwater species in the 

wild. Most studies, which have used molecular tools to quantify individual reproductive 

success in fish populations, have been mainly restricted to salmonid fishes (Garant et al. 

2001; McLean et al. 2004; Thériault et al. 2007) and there is little information available 

for other fish species. In addition, some of the available studies on individual 

reproductive success of fish were performed under controlled conditions and thus may 

not have been representative of natural spawning situations (Bekkevold et al. 2002; 

Dannewitz et al. 2004). Hence, further research into the phenotypic causes of this 

variability in individual reproductive success is necessary to improve the understanding 

of factors affecting recruitment success and populations dynamics in wild fish. This 

information is important when making fisheries management decisions designed to 

protect the most valuable spawners in the stock (Berkeley et al. 2004; Law 2007). 

In terms of the knowledge about traits correlated with individual reproductive 

success, body size is generally considered to be one of the most important because it 

correlates with many aspects of its biology, from life history to ecology (Fleming 1997; 

McLean et al. 2004; Dickerson et al. 2005; Thériault et al. 2007; Fenberg & Roy 2008). 

Many studies have found evidence supporting the prediction of a positive relationship 

between individual body sizes and realized reproductive success in various fish species 

(Kitano 1996; Bekkevold et al. 2002; Thériault et al. 2007). More precisely, it has been 

shown that male body size correlates with reproductive fitness through increased 

competitive ability and enhanced mating success for large-size males (Kitano 1996; 

Bekkevold et al. 2002; Reichard et al. 2008). Similarly, female size is also important 

because large size strongly correlates with higher fecundity (Kamler 2005; Thériault et 

al. 2007). In addition, larger individuals of both sexes may have decreased susceptibility 

to gape-limited predators, increased access to a greater range of food types (Magnhagen 

& Heibo 2001), greater competitive ability for resources (Fleming 1997) and increased 

resistance to extreme conditions (DiBattista et al. 2007). Furthermore, age and size 

dependent maternal and paternal effects on offspring survival and differences in 

reproductive location and timing, including where and when to reproduce, have been 

found to vary substantially with body size and thus could be responsible for variation in 

individual reproductive success in natural populations (Einum & Fleming 2000). While 
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many biological factors correlate with body size, three of the most important will be 

discussed futher. 

2.3.1 Size-dependent fecundity 

One of the most important trade-offs in life history theory is between current and future 

reproduction (Roff 2002). In female fish, this effect translates into a trade-off between 

investing energy into growth or reproduction (Lester et al. 2004). Investing energy early 

in life into reproduction reduces energy available for somatic growth. Thus, early 

maturation at small size might affect reproductive fitness because small body size 

reduces total fecundity due to the allometric relationship between egg numbers and fish 

length (Wootton 1984). Hence, life history theory predicts that under conditions of low 

adult mortality, delayed maturation at large size should be positively selected for so that 

spawners can be large enough when engaging in energetically costly reproduction (Roff 

2002). Indeed, in all broadcast spawning fish in temperature regions, female total 

fecundity has shown to be strongly and positively related to female body size, but 

involves tradeoffs between egg size and egg number, reproductive strategy and 

spawning pattern (Kamler 2005). Female size explained between 25 and 98 % of the 

variation in the potential fecundity of different freshwater and marine fish species 

(Kamler 2005). How a female partitions her resources available for egg production has 

important fitness consequences affecting the number of surviving offspring she can 

expect (Einum & Fleming 2000). Larger females at spawning often confer a fecundity 

advantage (Thériault et al. 2007), because in fish mortality usually declines strongly 

with size (Wootton 1984). Thus, growing to a large size increases the potential for an 

individual to capitalize on the “fecundity-effect” of large body size representing a trade-

off between current and future reproduction. This trade-off arises from the increased 

volume of the body cavity with body size which, in addition to energy supply, generally 

limits the egg production at each spawning event. It is this limitation that has been 

shown to result in a positive correlation between reproductive investment and fish size 

as seen in several natural fish populations (Wootton 1984). Furthermore, it has been 

shown that independent of size, reproductive experience (defined as first versus repeat 

spawners) also influences potential fecundity. For example, first time spawners of 

Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) had lower realized annual fecundity (number of eggs 

released per female in a year) than repeated spawners of similar size (Trippel 1998). In 

addition to the influence of female size and experience on fecundity, total egg 
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production in fish is also affected by environmental conditions. Variation in the 

nutritional status estimated from different indices of condition like the condition factor 

or liver index was found to significantly influence fecundity (Campbell et al. 2006). 

Similarly, other studies observed relationships between potential fecundity and various 

environmental factors, such as food abundance (availability and quality), temperature, 

fish density, and a fish biomass index as a surrogate metric for food competition 

(Abdoli et al. 2005). Thus, variability in environmental conditions will directly or 

indirectly though their influence on growth and nutritional status result in a wide range 

of variation among female fish fecundity (Jonsson et al. 1996). However, the exact 

causes of variation in egg number among different age and size classes, and among 

individual females in general, often remain poorly understood for many fish species due 

to the variety of mechanisms that may be involved (Johnston et al. 2007). However, it is 

safe to assume that provided abundant food resources a large female fish will produce 

exponentially more eggs in a single spawning event than a small fish as this relationship 

is generally true for most, if not all, temperate fishes with a broadcast spawning pattern 

(Wootton 1984). 

2.3.2 Size-dependent parental effects on offspring traits 

Recently, the importance of the parental non-genetic contribution to offspring number 

and fitness has received much attention in studies on a diverse collection of animal taxa 

(Mousseau & Fox 1998). Maternal and paternal effects occur when the phenotype of an 

individual offspring (e.g., size or growth rate) is determined not only by its own 

genotype and the environmental conditions it experienced during development, but also 

by the phenotype or environment of the parents (Bernardo 1996a,b). Although many 

researchers now acknowledge the potential adaptive role especially of size- or age- 

dependent maternal effects on offspring traits, unambiguous identification and 

quantification of their long-term adaptive value for offspring “fitness” remains debated 

(Bernardo 1996a,b; Venturelli et al. 2009). Maternal and paternal effects can, however, 

confound the interpretation of within- and among-population variation in the expression 

of morphological and life history traits (Fox 1993). In addition, the extent to which 

maternal environment and behaviour may influence the offspring’s phenotype and its 

survival will determine the likelihood that such maternal effects themselves will be 

shaped by the action of selection (Fleming 1997; Mousseau & Fox 1998). 
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There are a wide range of female traits and environmental conditions which may 

influence the number and quality of the offspring via maternal effects. The environment 

a female experiences of can for example lead to variation in her growth, condition and 

physiological state that can transmitted to offspring via cytoplasmic factors (Mousseau 

& Fox 1998). The low nutritional status of a female may thus influence offspring 

performance by limiting the female’s ability to produce high-quality ova. There are 

numerous reported examples of how the mother’s ecological environment experiences 

influence offspring development, many of which are strongly size-dependent 

(Mousseau & Fox 1998; Berkeley et al. 2004; McLean et al. 2004). For example, large 

females may invest more of their resources into gametes (Berkeley et al. 2004). 

Consequently, the amount and quality of resources allocated to offspring by mothers 

may influence the growth, susceptibility to starvation and survival of their progeny 

(Mousseau & Fox 1998; Trippel 1998; Einum & Fleming 1999; Johnston et al. 2007; 

Fenberg & Roy 2008). For example, older (and larger) black rockfish females (Sebastes 

melanops) have been shown to provide larger oil globules for their larvae than younger 

and smaller females, which enhance the growth rate and survival of offspring (Berkeley 

et al. 2004). Similarly, larger females in many fish species tend to produce and release 

larger eggs (Heyer et al. 2001; Johnston & Leggett 2002; Einum 2003). Larger eggs 

have been shown to produce larger first-feeding fry (Chambers & Leggett 1996; Einum 

2003) that may exhibit enhanced survival. Indeed, variation in egg size as well as the 

chemical composition of the egg in relation to female size was found in a number of 

studies (Chambers & Leggett 1996; Johnston & Leggett 2002). However, this do not 

seem to be a universal phenomenon (Bernardo 1996a), and it must also be mentioned 

that these parental effects via the size of females have often been found to be large early 

in the development but decay rapidly after larval phase (Bernardo 1996a; Heath & 

Blouw 1998; Heath et al. 1999; Einum & Fleming 2000). Moreover, most studies on 

maternal and paternal effects on offspring traits were confined to laboratory conditions 

such that their value for wild populations remains unknown (see Venturelli et al. 2009). 

2.3.3 Size-dependent spawning location and timing 

Size-dependent parental behaviour in selecting spawning sites may also play an 

important role in determining reproductive success in the natural environment (Zorn et 

al. 1998; Johnston et al. 2007). Even in species with no direct parental care, when, 

where and how females place their offspring is often the single greatest determinant of 
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reproductive fitness (Bernardo 1996a; Mousseu & Fox 1998; Smith et al. 2001). 

Dispersal of the eggs in place and time by size-dependent differences in spawning time 

and location will affect the degree of resource competition among offspring and thus 

their growth and survival (Einum & Fleming 2000). By clustering or dispersing 

offspring over a wide spatio-temporal scales, as it is common for many fish species as a 

bet-hedging strategy to buffer against environmental stochasticity (Marshall et al. 

2008), the spawner phenotypes may have affect offspring density, the postnatal 

competitive environment, and the vulnerability of the offspring to predators and 

diseases. It is known for a number of fish species that a population has been selected to 

breed at highly predictable times of the year in a confined spawning season shaped by 

natural selection to be linked to favourable conditions for incubation of embryos, 

emergence, and first feeding by larvae (McLean et al. 2004). However, some degree of 

environmental stochasticity remains, therefore the most successful timing and location 

of spawning, in terms of influence on survival offspring, and hence fitness of the 

individual parent, will likely differ among years (Fleming 1997). As differently sized 

parents of many species differ in spawning location and timing, it is conceivable that 

preservation of size and age structure provides an optimal dispersion of egg production 

within a given season buffering between-year fluctuations in population size (Wright & 

Trippel 2009). Thus, the onset of breeding has been shown to vary considerably among 

populations and among individuals within a population of fish (Fleming 1997), 

probably as an adaptation to favourable conditions. It is currently unclear, however, 

how this variation affects individual reproductive success as a function of parental traits 

for most wild fish populations and therefore must be considered in future research. 

2.4 Study species northern pike (Esox lucius) 

The present study deals with the determinants of individual reproductive success in 

northern pike (Esox lucius L.). This species has substantial importance for commercial 

and recreational fisheries throughout much of its natural range (Paukert et al. 2001; 

Arlinghaus & Mehner 2004). Pike are top predators in most freshwater communities 

and have a circumpolar distribution in the northern hemisphere (Raat 1988; Miller & 

Senanan 2003). It is a mesothermal coolwater species (Paukert & Willis 2003) that 

spawns in the spring and flourishes in nearly all stagnant and slow flowing aquatic 

environments (Casselman & Lewis 1996; Pierce & Tomcko 2005). Moreover it is a fast 

growing, early maturing and strongly cannibalistic species (Grimm 1983; Grimm & 
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Klinge 1996; Pierce & Tomcko 2005; Haugen et al. 2007; Kobler et al. 2008). Because 

of their cannibalistic nature, pike populations are size-structured and small individuals 

are strictly bound to underwater vegetation that is used as a refuge to minimize exposure 

to conspecifics (Grimm 1981; Bry et al. 1992; Skov et al. 2003). In addition, pike 

populations show sexual dimorphism in growth rate, with males being substantially 

smaller than females (Priegel & Krohn 1975; Roche et al. 1999), and also natural 

mortality rates are often higher for male compared to female pike (LeCren 1987). 

Although many aspects of northern pike biology and ecology have been 

thoroughly studied in the past (Craig 2008), relatively little is known about the 

phenotypic determinants of individual reproductive success in pike populations in the 

wild. Most studies on the reproduction of pike were performed under controlled 

conditions form an aquaculture perspective, and thus may not been representative of 

natural spawning situations (Wright & Shoesmith 1998). However, it has been shown 

that there is ample variation within populations, and even among individual pike of 

similar size and age in fecundity (Spanovskaya & Soloninova 1984; Lenhardt & Cakić 

2002), size-at-maturation (Grimme & Klinge 1996), spawning time (Bregazzi & 

Kennedy 1980; Wright & Shoesmith 1988), growth rate and condition (Mann & 

Beaumont 1990; Pierce & Tomcko 2003). This variation in expression of phenotypic 

traits in freshwater aquatic ecosystems renders pike a suitable model species to study 

the phenotypic determinants of individual reproductive success in the wild. For 

example, Lenhardt and Cakić (2002) investigated absolute fecundity in 44 specimens of 

pike which ranged between 17.8 and 63.0 cm in total length and found values for 

ranging between 524 and 123896 eggs. In addition, high variance in size-at-maturation 

and spawning time has been reported by several studies (reviewed by Raat 1988). Frost 

and Kipling (1967) found that the majority of northern pike in Lake Windermere (UK) 

spawn for the first time at age-2. The mean length of those pike was 38.1 cm for males 

and 42.1 cm for females. However, it has also been shown that pike can become mature 

much earlier and at smaller sizes of about 20.0 cm (Grimme & Klinge 1996; Hubenova 

et al. 2007). In general it is assumed that size rather than the age determines the time of 

the sexual maturation of northern pike (Frost & Kipling 1967; Mann 1976). Moreover, 

pronounced spawning seasons (6 – 8 weeks) were recorded by several studies (Bregazzi 

& Kennedy 1980; Farrell et al. 2006), but the length of the spawning season has been 

shown to vary considerably between years and location (reviewed by Raat 1988). 

Spawning of pike takes usually place between March and May in temperate regions at 
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water temperatures ranging from 6 to 14 °C (Frost & Kipling 1967; Priegel & Krohn 

1975). In addition, some of studies found a size-dependent behaviour in spawning time 

among individual fish within a population (Priegel & Krohn 1975). 

However, while the positive relationship between female size and fecundity as 

well as the size-dependency of spawning timing are well established in pike (Wright & 

Shoesmith 1988), the role of size-dependent maternal and paternal effects on 

reproductive fitness has not been fully evaluated in wild pike populations. Only a few 

studies have provided incomplete insights into the significance of these size-dependent 

phenotypic influences on egg and offspring traits (Wright & Shoesmith 1988; Murry et 

al. 2008). Considerable among-female variability in egg size has been observed in some 

studies (Hubenova et al. 2007), which may translate into survival advantages of some 

offspring. Hubenova et al. (2007) found in laboratory experiments with pike that free-

swimming embryos obtained from either one- or two-year-old spawners differed 

significantly both in terms of their weight and total length. Because higher growth rates 

and size-at-hatch provide substantial survival advantages in young pike under natural 

conditions (Skov et al. 2003), one could hypothesize differential reproductive success of 

females differing in body size-related traits. However, Nikolski (1969) did not found 

any change in egg size with advancing age, and thus size, in pike. Similarly, Murry et 

al. (2008) examined artificially fertilized eggs from individual females ranging in total 

length from 40 – 80 cm and did not report a significant relationship between egg dry 

mass or nutrient content and female body length. Nevertheless, Murry et al. (2008) 

found that eggs of late spawning pike had significantly greater dry mass and developed 

more rapidly to swim-up larvae than those of earlier spawners, emphasizing the fact that 

time of reproduction may affect individual reproductive success of pike in the wild. 

Finally, while Wright and Shoesmith (1988) found a significant relationship between 

egg diameter and larval length-at-hatch and female size ranging in total length between 

41 cm and 101 cm, they did not find a significant relationship between mean egg size 

and mean fry size nor between fry length and adult length. This study suggested that the 

potential influence of size-dependent maternal effects on larval traits should only be 

expected in the short term, and should not significantly influence the individual 

reproductive success over longer time scales. However, no studies are available 

supporting these hypotheses for wild pike populations. Whether these size-dependent 

differences in reproductive success are also visible under natural situations is to be 
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examined in the present study along with the analysis of other phenotypic traits, such as 

juvenile growth rate, that might correlate with reproductive fitness in the wild. 

2.5 Study objectives and hypothesis 

The objectives of the present study were to quantify for the first time the relative 

reproductive success of female and male pike under natural conditions using parentage 

assignment to individual spawners of successfully recruited age-0 offspring. The study 

was conducted in an unexploited, naturally reproducing population of pike inhabiting a 

small natural lake in Brandenburg, Germany. Based on the available literature reviewed 

above it was hypothesized that large and old pike would have higher relative 

reproductive success compared to small and young individuals. More precisely, it was 

hypothesized that positive selection gradients on body-size related traits, demonstrated 

by positive correlations between these traits and relative reproductive success, would 

exist in this natural system. 
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3. MATERIALS & METHODS 

3.1 Study area 

The present study was conducted at Kleiner Döllnsee, which is located 80 km northeast 

of Berlin, Germany (N 52° 59` 32.1``, E 13° 34` 46.5``). It is a small (25 ha) dimictic 

and mesotrophic to slightly eutrophic natural lake (P-concentration at spring overturn 30 

µg L-1). The lake has a glacial origin and is situated within a large nature conservation 

area (Biosphärenreservat Chorfheide-Chorin). It currently holds 13 different fish species 

(Tab. 2), three more species than were reported by Eckmann (1995), who did not record 

the presence of carp (Cyprinus carpio L.), crucian carp (Carassius carassius L.) and 

European catfish (Silurus glanis L.). The Leibniz-Institute of Freshwater Ecology and 

Inland Fisheries (Berlin) is the leaseholder of the fishing rights since 1990. Prior to this, 

the lake and the area around were used by military and political elites since 

approximately 1930, and therefore only a few people had official access to the lake in 

recent history. Nevertheless, Kleiner Döllnsee has been moderately exploited by illegal 

hook and line fishing as well as some experimental fishing surveys, such as fyke net 

experiments in 1991 and 1992 (Anwand & Helmes 1995), fish surveys by gillnetting 

(Radtke & Eckmann 2001), and experimental catch-and-release angling in 2005 and 

2006 (Klefoth 2007; Kobler 2007). However, the pike population in the lake can be 

considered natural with no artificial stocking activities known to the research team. The 

natural inflow and outflow to the lake, the so-called “Döllnfließ”, dried out in 1995 and 

therefore the lake is not connected to any other neighbouring lakes. Compared to 1992, 

the lake has experienced some elevated nutrient input as is evidenced by an increase in 

the phosphorus content at spring overturn from 21 µg L-1 (Eckmann 1995) to 30 µg L-1 

(Klefoth 2007). The degree of macrophyte coverage and thus the structural complexity 

varies during the summer months and dense reed belts are characteristics for this lake 

(Tab. 1). The shoreline of Kleiner Döllnsee is over 2190 m long. The shoreline 

development factor (SDF), which is a convenient method of expressing the degree of 

irregularity of the shoreline of a lake compared to the surface area, is 1.3 (Eckmann 

1995). In addition, Eckmann (1995) gave chlorophyll-a value of 9.8 µg L-1, which was 

not measured during the sampling period. 
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Table 1: General limnological characteristics of Kleiner Döllnsee, Germany. 

Limnological variables  

Total area  25 ha 

Shoreline 2190 m 

Shoreline development factor (SDF) 1.3 

Mean depth 4.1 m 

Maximum depth 7.8 m 

Secchi depth (mean) 3.4 m 

Extension submerged macrophytes 6.8 ha   (< 4.5 m) 

Reed extensions 3.6 ha  (0 – 2 m depth) 

Table 2: The fish community of Kleiner Döllnsee. 

Fish species  

Bleak Alburnus alburnus (L.) 

Bream  Abramis brama (L.) 

Carp Cyprinus carpio L. 

Crucian carp  Carassius carassius (L.) 

Eel Anguilla anguilla (L.) 

European catfish Silurus glanis (L.) 

Perch  Perca fluviatilis L. 

Pike Esox lucius L. 

Roach  Rutilus rutilus (L.) 

Ruffe Gymnocephalus cernuus (L.) 

Rudd Scardinius erythrophthalmus (L.) 

Tench Tinca tinca (L.) 

White bream Blicca bjoerkna (L.) 

Extinct fish species  

White fish Coregonus albula (L.) 
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A digital map of the available habitats in Lake Kleiner Döllsee was created by Klefoth 

(2007) and Kobler (2007). The habitat features were screened by boat and following 

areas were identified (Fig. 1): emerged and submerged macrophytes and a macrophyte-

free pelagic area. All habitats without macrophytes were typical at water depth > 4 m. 

 
Figure 1:  Map of the macrohabitats in Kleiner Döllnsee. 

3.2 Pike sampling and population characteristics 

Sampling of adult, juvenile and young-of-the-year (YOY) was conducted to estimate 

spawning population and recruitment of pike in Kleiner Döllnsee. Pike of all classes 

were captured on six different electro-fishing and several angling events (14 days in 

total) between November 2007 and October 2008. A battery-powered DC electro-

fishing unit (Type EFGI 4000, 4 KW, Brettschneider Spezialelektronik, Chemnitz, 

Germany, 40 cm diameter ring anode) was used to sample pike within the reed and 

above submerged macrophytes in the littoral zone of the lake. Additional electro-fishing 

for the YOY took place in July and October 2008 using the same equipment. A single 

electro-fishing event ended after the complete shoreline was surrounded once. Each 

sampling point was set several meters apart to increase sampling efficiency. 

Furthermore, rod and reel angling was conducted at the end of May for 14 days to catch 

large juvenile and adult pike (> 20.0 cm total length) in the pelagic zone and above 

submerged macrophyte beds of the lake. On every angling day a combination of trolling 
17 
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and casting were applied and the entire water body was sampled. In total, up to five 

persons (two rods per person) were involved and pike were mainly caught with artificial 

baits, which ranged in their length between 12 and 16 cm.  

Angling and electro-fishing samples were pooled for later analysis assuming that 

every gear is selective to some degree and a combination of gears allows a more 

representative sampling of fish (Ricker 1975). It is well known that angling is positively 

size-selective (Arlinghaus et al. 2008) and rarely catches pike smaller than 20 cm total 

length (Pierce et al. 1995), while electro-fishing might be positively size selective to 

fish bound to the littoral zone (Bohlin et al. 1989). Thus, it was assumed that the 

sampling procedure was overall representative for the adult pike population. However, 

it might be not fully representative for small juveniles and YOY pike habitat in the very 

shallow littoral zone, because some areas were not accessible to electro-fishing 

sampling by boat due to dense reed stands. However, these areas were additionally 

sampled from the shore using the same electro-fishing equipment. 

Every captured juvenile and adult pike were anaesthetised prior to the sampling 

procedure using clove oil (concentration of 30 ml clove oil per 30 l water). After 

anaesthesia, all adult and juvenile pike were measured to the nearest mm, weighted with 

a precision of ± 1 g and a scale sample from each fish (7 - 10 scales per fish) was taken 

dorsal of the lateral line and about midway along the body length. In contrast, YOY 

pike were measured with a digital calliper with a precision of ± 0.01 mm and weighed 

with a precision of ± 0.1 g (ED2201, Sartorius, Germany). In addition, the capture point 

was recorded for every individual fish by a standard global positioning system (GPS, 

Garmin, Gpsmap 60 CS). An external sex determination for all juvenile and adult pike 

was conducted following the description of Casselman (1974). Every caught pike with a 

total length of more than 20.0 cm was then tagged with individually numbered passive 

integrated transponder tags (Trovan, Electronic Identification Systems, Germany) and 

the length of the pectoral fins were measured with a digital calliper (precision of ± 0.01 

mm). In addition, a DNA sample was taken from each fish from the caudal fin and 

preserved in 100 % ethanol until DNA extraction. After sampling, all juvenile and adult 

pike were released again near their capture point.  
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3.2.1 Abundance estimation of pike 

A Schnabel multiple-census population estimate adjusted by Chapman (Ricker 1975) 

was used to calculate the total stock abundance (< age-1), the abundance per age class, 

and the abundance of female and male pike in Kleiner Döllnsee. The estimated 

abundance was then used to determine the biomass density (kg/ha) in the study lake 

using the estimated abundance and the mean weight per age class (Appendix Tab. 1A). 

Schnabel multiple-census estimates were based on every fishing event within the 

experimental time, regardless of the fishing method (electro-fishing, angling). Ricker 

(1975) suggested combining several fishing methods in the Schnabel multiple-census 

approach to account for the selective nature of specific methods. The modified Schnabel 

formula is:  

∑ +×= 1/)]([ RMCN tt , 

where N is the estimate of the total population abundance, Ct is the number of fish 

captured at time (t), Mt is number of fish marked at time (t), and R is the total number of 

recaptures over the course of the experiment. The sample variance can be calculated by 

obtaining approximate confidence coefficients of 0.95 for R from tables. In this case, 

Poisson variable for large values of R given in Appendix II in Ricker (1975) was used: 

 0.196.192.1:95.0 +±+= RRP . 

3.2.2 Age determination, back-calculation of growth and natural mortality 

Age determination was used to analyse the age structure and to determine mortality and 

juvenile and adult growth rates of pike in Kleiner Döllnsee. A minimum of seven scales 

were taken for every new caught pike from an area just above the lateral line and about 

midway along the body length (Bagenal 1978; Wright 1990). Scales were put into a 

small envelope, labelled with an individual number and analysed in the laboratory. The 

scales were soaked in a solution of water and dish liquid and cleaned individually with a 

rag. After cleaning, scales were mounted dry between two glasses of microscope slides. 

In total, three different scales were used to determine the age per fish. In cases where 

this was not possible or age readings were inconclusive, additional scales were taken 

into consideration until three scales resulted in identical age estimate. Distances 

between annuli and the scale centre were measured anterior to the scale centre for each 

recognised growth year of pike (Quick Scope manual, Mitutoyo, Japan). Back-
19 
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calculation of length-at-age was conducted for every caught specimen older than one 

year. For growth back-calculation, the equation known as Fraser-Lee equation based on 

the scale-proportional hypothesis (SPH) (reviewed by Francis 1990) was used to 

calculate the length of each fish at age i: 

)(]/)[( icci SScLcL ×−+= , 

where Li is the calculated length at age i, Lc is the length of the fish at capture, Sc is the 

diameter of the scale at capture and Si is the scale measurement at annulus i. The c is 

referred to the y-intercept in the linear body-scale regression: 

bScL += . 

After age determination the standard von Bertalanffy (1938) growth equation was fitted 

for male and female pike separately to the mean back-calculated lengths in spring 2008 

using Solver function in Excel: 

)1( )( 0ttK
t eLL −−

∞ −= , 

where Lt is the theoretical total length (cm) at age t, L∞ is the theoretical asymptotic 

length (cm), K is the coefficient of growth (year-¹), and t0 is the theoretical age (years) 

when L = 0.  

Natural, sex-specific instantaneous mortality rate (m) was estimated by catch 

curve analyses (Jensen 1985) using age-specific sampling data for pike aged 3 years and 

older (because younger classes showed lower relative frequencies in the sample than 

expected). Estimates were made by plotting the natural logarithm of the number of 

individuals of each age group against the age. 

3.2.3 Assessment of parental traits potentially determining reproductive success 

Assessment of a number of parental traits of potential spawner pike in Kleiner Döllnsee 

was made using a combination of forecasting and backcasting of specific, temporally 

varying traits such as body length to the same reference time at the spawning period in 

spring 2008. This was necessary as part of the adult population was sampled in autumn 

and winter 2007, as well as after the spawning period in spring 2008. Spring 2008 was 

chosen as the reference point for the spawning population because reproduction and ring 

formation on the scales to assess growth rates normally takes place in April until May 

(Frost & Kipling 1967). In total, up to nine potential predictor variables of individual 
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reproductive success of pike were determined. Predictor variables of female pike 

reproductive success included total length (cm), age (years), weight (g), fecundity (total 

egg number), condition (Fulton), relative condition, juvenile growth rate (cm yr-1), 

symmetry of fins and spawning date (day-of-the-year). However, the number of traits 

differed between male and female pike because low sample size for male pike precluded 

the full estimation of all potential predictor variables. In contrast to female pike, only 

total length (cm), age (years), juvenile growth rate (cm yr-1) and symmetry of fins were 

determined for male pike. 

As mentioned above, total length (cm) for both male and female pike was 

determined using the back-calculated length in spring for all individuals sampled after 

the spawning season in 2008. For individuals captured in autumn and winter 2007 prior 

to the spawning season, the measured total length at the day of capture was used for 

further analyses. According to the literature (Mann 1976; Diana & Mackay 1979), no 

increase in total length was assumed for these individuals during winter month. 

Scales were used to determine the age of pike. For all individuals sampled after 

the spawning season in 2008, the age was determined using the last growth ring which 

occurred on the scale. In contrast, for all individuals captured before the spawning 

season in 2008, the estimated age from scale analysis was added by one to account for 

the missing growth ring which is normally formed in spring. 

The weight in the spawning season 2008 for female pike was determined using 

the data from all recaptured female pike, which were caught during the experimental 

period. As already mentioned above, low sample size precluded the estimation of 

weight as a potential predictor variable for male pike. The weight for female pike which 

were caught in winter 2007/08 but not recaptured in spring 2008 was estimated by a 

forward project approach using the parameters of a linear regression of log weight (g) in 

spring 2008 (y-axis) on log weight (g) in winter 2007/08 (x-axis) using the weight data 

of female pike, which were first caught in winter 2007/08 and recaptured in spring 2008 

(N = 37). This resulting regression (y = 0.9761x + 0.0358) was then applied to forecast 

an estimated weight for all female pike captured in winter 2007/08 and not recaptured in 

spring. The same approach was used to estimate by backcasting the weight for all 

female pike caught after the spawning season 2008 to the spring spawning period using 

the parameters of the linear regression of log weight in spring 2008 (y-axis) on log 

weight in autumn 2008 (x-axis) for all female pike captured marked in spring 2008 and 
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recaptured in autumn 2008 (N = 25). This regression (y = 0.9886x + 0.0256) model was 

then applied to estimate of likely weight in spring 2008. 

The calculation of absolute female fecundity (total egg number) for all female 

pike was not possible to be estimated from the current spawning population because this 

would have demanded lethal sampling. Therefore, fecundity was based on estimated 

individual body size at spawning based on data for 14 ripe female pike lethally sampled 

in the spawning season in April 2006. Total length (cm) and total weight (g) were 

recorded for each fish. The ovaries were then removed and weighed individually to 0.1 

g. Three separate 1 g egg samples were taken from one ovary and weighed to an 

accuracy of 0.001 g. Afterwards, the number of eggs was counted in each sample. An 

estimate of the total number of eggs (absolute fecundity) was then derived by 

multiplying the mean number of eggs per g egg sample by the total weight (g) of the 

ovaries (Goedmakers & Verboom 1974; Lenhardt & Cakić 2002). The females used for 

fecundity assessment had a mean (± SD) total length of 51.4 ± 11.0 cm (range, 38.5 – 

72.0 cm) and a mean (± SD) body mass of 1064 ± 810.7 g (range, 339 – 2700 g). The 

calculated mean (± SD) total egg number for these individuals was 8967 ± 6348 (range, 

2386 – 22654). The absolute fecundity for female pike which were caught during the 

experimental period in this study was then estimated for spring 2008 using the 

parameters of the linear regression of ln absolute fecundity (total egg number) on ln 

total length (cm). This regression then allowed derivation of parameters for the 

following fecundity-length relationship: 

baTLF = , 

where F is the absolute fecundity (total number of eggs per female), TL is the total 

length (cm), a and b are the parameters obtained from the above mentioned ln fecundity 

on ln total length regression. This regression was then applied to estimate the potential 

fecundity at length for the spawning stock of females participating in reproduction in 

spring 2008. 

In terms of condition, two indices were used to characterize the condition of the 

spawning population in spring 2008 (Salam & Davies 1994). First, the standard Fulton’s 

body condition factor K (Ricker 1975) was calculated for each individual female pike 

using forward-calculated (all pike sampled in winter 2007) or the back-calculated total 

length (TL) and weight (W) (all pike sampled in autumn 2008) in spring 2008. The 

forward- and back-calculation of weight was based on data from recaptures of 
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individuals that were recaptured in spring 2008 and later in the year. This regression 

was used either for individuals that were captured prior to the spawning season in 2008 

and for individuals only captured later in 2008 after spawning but not in spring 2008 

(thus known to have been alive at spawning 2008). Accordingly, a linear regression 

between log-transformed mass (g) in spring 2008 on log-transformed mass (g) in winter 

2007 (autumn 2008) for recaptured fish was used to estimate total length and weight for 

fish captured in winter 2007 only to estimate the Fulton condition factor at spawning 

according to the following formula: 

3/100 TLWK ×= , 

where K is the Fulton condition, W is the estimated weight in (g) in spring 2008, and TL 

is the estimated total length (cm) in spring 2008. 

Furthermore, relative condition (Krel) was calculated using the estimated weight 

(w) of each individual female pike in spring 2008 divided by measured mean weight of 

82 female pike (w*) which were caught in spring 2008 (May/ July):  

*/ wwK rel = . 

Absolute juvenile growth rate in the second year of life was assessed for both 

sexes using the back-calculated length at age-1 and age-2. Absolute growth rates for 

each individual pike were then calculated by subtracting the total length at age-2 by the 

total length at age-1. 

In addition, the degree of fluctuating asymmetry as a supposed measure of “good 

genes” (Urbach et al. 2007) when there is a symmetry fin growth was measured in the 

field with a digital caliper of the paired pectoral fins. Because the fifth fin ray appeared 

to well represent the actual fin size, its length was measured on both sides of the fish 

and used as trait (Urbach et al. 2007). The fluctuating asymmetry (FS) in fin length was 

then estimated as the absolute asymmetry of the ray length of each fish divided by the 

mean ray length, where l = left and r = right (total length in mm): 

})](5,0[){( 1−+××−= rlrlFS . 

Finally, spawning dates for female pike were calculated using the estimated 

hatch date of the corresponding YOY using the July 2008 samples of otoliths (see 

below section 3.4). From there, the approximate spawning date was calculated taking 

the temperature dependent degree-days of egg development and the actual water 
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temperature regime in Kleiner Döllnsee into account. This approach was needed 

because due to varying water temperature over time, different spawning timing results 

in eggs experiencing varying temperature regime. Thus hatch dates of eggs by different 

females do not necessarily correspond with spawning dates if spawning occurred at 

varying water temperature. Lillelund (1966) observed in incubation experiments the 

relationship between degree-days necessary for egg development from fertilization to 

hatch with varying temperatures. The calculation of spawning dates corrected for water 

temperature was based on the mean daily temperature in Kleiner Döllnsee, which was 

measured by a YSI multi-parameter water quality sensor (ecoTech Umwelt-Meßsystem 

GmbH, Germany) in water depth of 1.5 m. Lillelund (1966) observed that the 

incubation period (number of degree-days) decreased significantly with increasing 

water temperature so the egg development is substantially faster at higher water 

temperatures. To account for this non-linear relationship, five different temperatures 

(range, 5.8 – 18.0 °C), which were provided by Lillelund (1966), and the corresponding 

degree-days (range, 179 – 85) for the incubation of eggs to hatch in pike were estimated 

and used to calculate the number of degree-days for every single day in the spawning 

season in Kleiner Döllnsee depending on the actual water temperatures in the lake. Each 

day prior to the estimated hatch date was then considered as proportion (%) contributed 

to the whole development period based on degree-days. The spawning date was then 

derived from the estimated hatching date by summing the daily proportion of each 

single day at a given temperature regime measured in the field until entire theoretical 

time of development (in terms of degree days per temperature regime) was reached The 

final result was then the estimated spawning day prior to hatching time for individual 

female pike reproducing successfully in the year 2008.  

3.3 Determination of spawning location and time using radio telemetry 

In addition to the above mentioned derivation individual spawning time, an additional 

approach to estimate spawning location and timing was conducted based on radio 

telemetry. Therefore, ten female pike were caught by angling on February, 25 – 29, 

2008 prior to spawning, and each fish was implanted with a Biotrack model Ag 317 

miniature radio transmitter (Biotrack Ltd, Wareham, England). Transmitters were 

torpedo-shaped with an internal antenna on the top. Transmitter (N = 10) were 4.9 mm 

(SD ± 0.28) high, 8.0 mm (SD ± 0.35) wide, 17.1 mm (SD ± 0.34) long, and the mean 

weight was 0.75 g (SD ± 0.05). Transmitter frequencies ranged between 150.038 and 
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150.266 mHz with at least 10 kHz difference between frequencies. The battery life 

varied between six to eight weeks. Transmitters were inserted approximately 35 mm up 

the oviduct and into the egg mass as described by Pierce (2004) and Pierce et al. (2007). 

The mean (± SD) total length of female pike used for oviduct implants of radio 

transmitters was 64.4 ± 86.4 cm (range, 55.5 – 80.0 cm). The mean (± SD) weight was 

2028 ± 901.7 g (range, 1240 - 3820 g). Radio tracking for pike was performed manually 

from an electro-powered boat using a handheld receiver (Lotek SRX_400 Telemetry 

Receiver, Ontario, Canada) and a three element Yagi antenna. All pike were attempted 

to be located at least three times per week. Once a fish was located, the position was 

taken by a global positioning system (GPS) unit (Etrex summit; Garmin, Olathe, Kans.). 

All positions were later imported for further analyses into Arc View 3.2. Visual 

observations revealed that pike could be approached by the boat approximately 2 m in 

distance in shallow water before eliciting a flee response. In deeper water the boat could 

basically be moved to right above a pike without eliciting a flee reaction. Tracking 

precision decreased with water depth of the fish and with increasing wind conditions as 

per Kobler et al. (2008). Moreover, sunny days allowed greater precision due to an 

improved satellite tracking of the GPS unit. The timing of the expulsion of the 

transmitter, which then became “immobile”, was regarded as the timing of spawning as 

well as the spawning location.  

3.4 Hatch date and daily growth rate of the young-of-the-year (YOY) pike 

The hatch dates and daily growth rates of YOY pike were determined using otolith 

analysis. Otoliths of YOY individuals sampled in July 2008 were removed and mounted 

to microscope slides with gluten which was composed of different chemicals (Araldite 

CY212; BDMA, Benzyldimethylamine; DDSA, Dodecenyl Succinic Anhydride; Agar 

Scientific Ltd., Essex, England). After mounting, all slides were put in an oven and 

dried for 12 h at 55 °C. The mounted otoliths were then grounded using 4000 grit 

silicon carbide paper (Struers, Willich, Germany) and polished (polishing cloth with 

alumina paste of 3 µm). During the grinding process, regular observations were made 

with a dissecting microscope to determine the extent of erosion. Only lapilli were used 

for the analysis as proposed by Wang and Eckmann (1992), who validated daily 

increment deposition in pike lapilli. All slides were then viewed and photographed at 

100x and 400x magnification on a monitor coupled with a video camera. 

Microphotography was performed using a Leica Flouvert FS microscope, Leica DC 300 
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camera (Wetzlar, Germany) and Leica IM 50 software (Leica Imaging Systems, 

Cambridge, UK) (Fossen et al. 2003). Daily increments between checks on otoliths 

were counted three times on both lapilli for each individual fish. Two additional days 

were added to the mean daily ring count because the first ring formation is assumed to 

occur two days after hatching (Wang & Eckmann 1992). The individual’s hatch date 

was then estimated by subtracting the mean daily ring count from the collection date.  

In terms total length and capture, to account for the long sampling period (July, 01.–19, 

2008), the total length for all YOY with known age from hatching to the sampling date 

was projected forward to the same day (July, 19, 2008) using the mean daily growth rate 

for each individual fish. In addition, the daily growth rates (DGR) from hatch until time 

of capture in July were calculated as: 

ageTLTLDGR HC /)( −= , 

where TLC is the total length at capture, TLH is the total length (mm) at hatch, and age is 

the average daily ring count. Billard (1996) reported that total length of pike larvae at 

hatch was approximately 9 mm so that TLH = 9 mm was assumed in this study.  

3.5 Parentage assignment and determination of reproductive fitness 

A DNA-based analysis using microsatellite markers was conducted in cooperation with 

Dorte Bekkevold (National Institute of Aquatic Resources, Technical University of 

Denmark, Silkeborg, Denmark) to determine the parents of the YOY pike sampled in 

Kleiner Döllnsee. DNA was extracted from individual caudal fin clips of potential 

spawners and YOY pike using the E.Z.N.ATM Tissue DNA kit (Omega Bio-Tek, Inc.) 

following the manufacturer’s guidelines. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was 

amplified for 16 microsatellite loci Elu64, Elu51, Elu87 (Miller & Kapuscinski 1996), 

Elu76, Elu37 (Miller & Kapuscinski 1997), EluB108, EluBe, EluB118 (Launcey et al. 

2003), Elu2 (Hansen et al. 1999), and B24, B17, B259, B281, B422, B451, B457 

(Aguilar et al. 2005). Primer sequences and optimal PCR annealing temperature of the 

microsatellites are shown in Table 3. Amplified loci were visualized and size fractioned 

using a BaseStation and an ABI 3130 Genetic Analyser (Applied Biosystems, Forster 

City, USA).  
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Table 3: Primer sequences, optimal PCR annealing temperature (Ta) and repeat 
sequence of the 16 microsatellites used during the genetic analysis. 
Locus Source Primer sequences (5' to 3') Ta (°C) 

Elu51 Miller and Kapuscinski (1996) F: GTGGGCATTCAGCCGATATAGC 
R: CTGTCTATTACTGCCTGGCTC 62 

Elu64 Miller and Kapuscinski (1996) F: GGTAAGACCAGTATCTGGAG 
R: AAAGGGAGTGGATGATTGGCTTC 60 

Elu87 Miller and Kapuscinski (1996) F: AGCACTGCCACACATGACGTG 
R: CCAGCTGCCTCAGATTGCTCCCC 64 

Elu37 Miller and Kapuscinski (1997) F: GGCTACTCCAGAACCTTCCC 
R: CAAATTTTATGACCAGCACC 58 

Elu76 Miller and Kapuscinski (1997) F: ACCCACATTCCACATCTGATGG 
R: ACCACATTCCACTGACCCTGC 56 

Elu2 Hansen et al. (1999) F: GCAGACTTGTTTACTTTCCTT 
R: GTGTGCTTTCCATTTCCAT 56 

EluBe Launcey et al. (2003) F: GTATGGAGAGACAGAGACTGAG 
R: ACTTTACATTCACAATCTGACC 58 

EluB108 Launcey et al. (2003) F: TCATCAGAAACATGACTGCTTG 
R: GCACACGGCGATATTATCC 60 

EluB118 Launcey et al. (2003) F: TGAAGTCATAGCCACCTGAC 
R: ATTGAAGCTAATCATCG 56 

B24 Aguilar et al. (2005) F: TGAAATTCACTTGTTGTGTCTG 
R: GTCCGCTGTTGACCTTTT 57 

B117 Aguilar et al. (2005) F: TGACCGACATACGGTAACTC 
R: GGATGAAGTGATAAGGATGGT 57 

B259 Aguilar et al. (2005) F: AGGCTCCACTGTAAATGCTTT 
R: GTGCTAAAGGGAGGACTTCTG 57 

B281 Aguilar et al. (2005) F: GGAAATTCCTCCATTTTGTTTG 
R: GCATCCCATCTTTTTGGAAA 57 

B4225 Aguilar et al. (2005) F: TGACTGTGTGAGTCTGTAAGA 
R: ACAACTGGCCTTGAGAG 57 

B451 Aguilar et al. (2005) F: CTGGATCACTGTCTCTTTTCTG 
R: GAGAGGGTGAGAACACCAGT 57 

B457 Aguilar et al. (2005) F: CTGTCCACCTCTTGGTCT 
R: AGGGAGTGTTAGAGATGGAT 57 
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Table 4: Number of samples (N), number of alleles (A), inbreeding coefficient (FIS), 
observed (H0) and expected (He) heterozygosities, polymorphic information content 
(PIC), and probabilities of conforming to Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P-HW) for each 
of the 16 microsatellites. 
Locus N A FIS H0 He PIC P-HW 

Elu51 432 2 0.037 0.266 0.277 0.238 0.0185 

Elu64 432 4 0.105 0.345 0.396 0.333 0.0583 

Elu87 433 5 0.205 0.159 0.200 0.189  0.1229* 

Elu37 433 13 0.068 0.688 0.738 0.717 0.0355 

Elu76 430 18 -0.005 0.828 0.824 0.803 0.0054 

Elu2 433 5 0.091 0.157 0.173 0.167 0.0585 

EluBe 432 5 -0.101 0.542 0.492 0.406 0.0501 

EluB108 431 9 0.099 0.313 0.348 0.331 0.0562 

EluB118 433 4 0.010 0.665 0.672 0.610 0.0033 

B24 433 10 -0.033 0.836 0.809 0.781 0.0176 

B117 433 3 -0.000 0.099 0.099 0.095 0.0036 

B259 433 10 0.007 0.813 0.819 0.794 0.0046 

B281 433 6 -0.017 0.707 0.695 0.643 0.0088 

B422 433 7 -0.057 0.522 0.494 0.470 0.0383 

B451 433 17 -0.023 0.919 0.898 0.888 0.0123 

B457 433 18 -0.022 0.880 0.861 0.845 0.0110 
*P = 0.10 

Putative mother-offspring, father-offspring and parent-offspring pairs sharing at least 12 

loci (some had missing data) and having no mismatching loci were assigned using the 

CERVUS program version 3.0 (Marshall et al. 1998; Kalinowski et al. 2007). 

Ambiguous scorings for one mismatch were checked twice and either corrected or re-

analysed to minimize scoring errors. In few cases where more than one candidate parent 

shared no mismatch to an offspring, the parent with the highest log-likelihood ratio or 

LOD score was assigned (the likelihood ratio is the likelihood of paternity/maternity of 

a particular male/female relative to the likelihood of paternity/maternity of an arbitrary 

male/female) (Marshall et al. 1998). CERVUS calculates LOD scores for all typed 

individuals, with the significance of the score determined by simulation. The probability 

of typing errors was set at 0.01 %. In addition, estimates for the calculated abundance 

for males and females at particular ages were incorporated into the parentage analysis. 
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The estimation of the allele frequencies in the population was based on all sampled 

adult pike (except YOY). Genetic data were tested for deviations from expected Hardy-

Weinberg proportions (HWE) with a two-tailed test using the Markov Cain method 

implemented in Genepop version 3.4 (Raymond & Rousset 1995). Observed and 

expected values of heterozygosity and FIS were calculated using CERVUS version 3.0. 

The number of alleles (N), the observed (H0) and expected (HE) heterozygosities, the 

polymorphic information content (PIC), and the probabilities of confirming to Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium (P-HW) for all 16 microsatellites are shown in Table 4. The 

number of alleles per loci ranged from 2 alleles (Elu51) to 18 alleles (Elu76). Mean 

number of alleles per locus was 8.50 and the mean expected heterozygosity was 0.55. In 

addition, the mean proportion of individuals typed per microsatellite was 99.8 %. Only 

one (Elu87) of the 16 microsatellites deviated significantly (P = 0.1229) from Hardy-

Weinberg equilibrium. 

3.7 Statistical analysis  

The population structure of the pike population in Kleiner Döllnsee was described 

qualitatively. Growth was modelled based on the von Bertalanffy growth model fitted 

by the Solver function in Excel. Natural, sex-specific instantaneous mortality was 

estimated using catch curve analyses by age-specific sampling data for pike aged-2 

years and older (because younger classes showed lower relative frequencies in the 

sample than expected). All linear regression analyses to estimate parameters for 

forward- and back-calculation of weight were conducted using ln-transformed variables 

to improve linearity. In terms of analyses of determinants of relative reproductive 

success (RRS) for mature pike population, initially simple Pearson correlations were 

used to analyse bivariate relationships between RRS and parental traits and to detect 

covariance between the multiple parental traits potentially explaining RRS. In addition, 

Pearson correlations were used to analyse relationships between individual parental 

traits and offspring traits such as total length, hatching date and daily growth rate. 

Differences between categorical parental traits (e.g. size or age) and RRS were 

compared by one-way ANOVAs and appropriate Post-hoc-tests for homogenous 

variances (Tuckey-test) or inhomogeneous variances (Dunnet-T3-test). Variance 

homogeneity was tested using Levené-test. Multiple linear regression models were used 

to explain the RRS of male and female pike as a function of a series of potential 

explanatory variables. A forward stepwise selection procedure (P ≤ 0.05 to add, P ≥ 
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0.10 to remove) was applied at this modelling followed an exploratory model selection. 

All analyses were conducted using the software package SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, 

Illinois, USA, Version: 15.0) and significance was judged at P < 0.05. 

Selection on adaptive parental traits, due to correlation of traits with 

reproductive fitness (RRS), was investigated using least squares linear regression 

analysis as outlined in Lande and Arnold (1983) and summarized by Brodie et al. 

(1995). The measure of fitness was the number of the YOY assigned to each male or 

female pike, which was then converted to relative reproductive success (RRS) by 

dividing the number of offspring assigned to each individual fish by the mean number 

of offspring for all mature pike (separated by sex) in the population. In total, two 

different analyses were conducted. In the first analysis, only two adaptive traits were 

included for males and females: total length at spawning (cm) and juvenile growth rate 

(cm yr-1). In the second analysis, an additional trait potentially under selection - 

spawning date (day-of-the-year) - was included (only for females). This decision was 

made due to the fact that this trait was not available for all individuals and thus would 

have substantially reduced sample size in the first selection analysis. In all analyses the 

traits were standardized prior to the inclusion in the regression models by subtracting 

the within-sex mean trait value and dividing by the within-sex standard deviation. 

Similarly, squared terms and the cross-product term were both calculated and then 

standardized to a mean of zero and a standard deviation of unity before inclusion in 

regression models (Seamons et al. 2007). Selection coefficients were generated from 

four sets of regressions as described in the literature (Carlson et al. 2004; DiBattista et 

al. 2007; Seamons et al. 2007). First, total selection on a trait (total selection gradient), 

including direct selection on that trait plus any indirect selection on correlated traits, 

was calculated as the regression coefficient from a simple linear regression. Second, 

direct selection (direct selection gradient) acting on each of the focal traits (e.g., total 

length and juvenile growth rate) was calculated as the partial regression coefficient for 

each trait from a multiple regression including both traits. Third, quadratic (non-linear) 

selection gradients were calculated as two times the partial regression coefficient from 

the squared term from a multiple regression including each trait and its squared value. 

Fourth, quadratic selection gradients and the non-linear, bivariate selection gradient 

were calculated as two times the partial regression coefficient from the squared term 

and the cross-product term from a multiple regression including each trait, its squared 

value, and the cross-product term. The estimates of direct selection included any 
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indirect selection from unmeasured phenotypic traits that were correlated with total 

length and juvenile growth (Seamons et al. 2007). Following Stinchcombe et al. (2008), 

to generate quadratic selection differentials and gradients coefficients for all squared 

terms were doubled. In addition, to facilitate comparisons with other published data sets 

and to directly compare strength of selection on various adaptive traits, mean-and-

standard-deviation-standardized selection coefficients for linear selection gradients were 

calculated as proposed by Hereford et al. (2004). This normalized value of selection 

corresponds to fitness elasticity by indicating the percentage by which fitness increases 

by a proportional increase in the underlying adaptive trait. For example, a normalized 

mean-and-standard-deviation value of strength of selection of 0.5 indicates that fitness 

would increase by 50 % if the mean adaptive trait value would shift by 100 % 

(Arlinghaus et al. 2009). 
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4. RESULTS 

4.1 Sampling efficiency and population structure 

A total of 584 juvenile and adult pike aged 1 and older (23.4 fish/ha) were sampled by 

electro-fishing and angling between September 2007 and October 2008 (55 % of the 

estimated total abundance). During this period, a total number of 546 (93.5 %) 

individuals were newly marked and 145 (36.6 %) of these newly marked pike were 

recaptured (197 recaptures in total). The number of recaptures varied considerably 

between individuals (range, 0 – 4 recaptures). Some pike were caught up to three or four 

times (N = 8). The majority of recaptured pike, however, were caught once (N = 108). 

Overall, a total of 170 pike were exclusively caught by angling and the remaining pike 

were caught by electro fishing (recaptures not included). Only eight pike (1.4 %) died 

immediately during the sampling, with hooking mortality being the most important 

reason. Moreover, tag loss was observed in 1.2 % of all individuals, which were 

identified as individuals exhibiting a fin clip while lacking PIT tag. 

In terms of young-of-the-year (YOY) pike, a total of 215 individuals were 

caught in July (N = 106) and in October (N = 109) 2008. The mean (± SD) catch-per-

unit-effort (CPUE) for YOY was 3.17 ± 1.47 fish per hour electro-fishing in July and 

4.17 ± 1.33 fish per hour electro-fishing in October. No significant differences in CPUE 

(N = 6) were observed for both sampling dates (T-test, T = -1.235, df = 10, P = 0.245). 

4.1.1 Population abundance 

Modified Schnabel abundance estimation revealed a total abundance of pike aged 1 year 

and older of 1061 individuals (95 % - confidence interval, 927 – 1226) in Kleiner 

Döllnsee. A total of 584 juvenile and adult pike age-1 or older were sampled between 

September 2007 and October 2008. This equates to 55.0 % of the estimated total 

abundance. In addition, modified Schnabel abundance was estimated for all pike aged 3 

years and older due to the fact that the first two age classes (age-1 and 2) were 

underrepresented in the sample size. The estimation revealed and a total abundance of 

pike aged 3 years and older of 565 individuals (95 % - confidence interval, 489 – 661). 

A total of 347 pike age-3 or older were sampled during the experimental period. This 

equates to 61.4 % of the estimated total abundance and corresponded to a numerical 

abundance density of 22.6 fish/ha per total water area (25 ha), which equalled 54.3 
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fish/ha (numerical abundance) per vegetated area (10.4 ha). Furthermore, pike 

abundance was estimated for each single age class (Tab. 5). The sex-specific abundance 

was estimated as 357 females (95 % - confidence interval, 303 – 426) for female and 

515 males (95 % - confidence interval, 381 – 731) for male pike. In total, 249 females 

and 177 males were caught during the experimental period. The sex for the remaining 

pike was unknown, due to difficulties in sex determination in juvenile or generally 

small pike. However, these pike were usually smaller than 30 cm total length. Referring 

to the sex-specific abundance estimation, nearly 70 % of all female and 35 % off all 

male pike were sampled during the study period. Therefore, from a vast majority of 

female spawners (Tab. 6), and to a lesser degree for male spawners, a fin clip for 

analyses of parentage was available.  

Table 5: Modified Schnabel abundance estimation for both male and female pike per 
age class, where NE = estimated abundance, NS = number of female pike sampled per 
age class, NE / NS (%) = the proportion of sampled individuals to the estimated total 
abundance, and CI = the lower and upper confidence interval at 95 %. 
Age class NE NS NE / NS (%) CI (95 %) 

Age-2 469 131 27.9 % 316 771 

Age-3 368 150 40.8 % 270 533 

Age-4 169 91 53.8 % 127 237 

Age-5 73 61 83.6 % 57 96 

Age-6 35 26 74.3 % 24 55 

Age-7 8 7 87.5 % 4 22 

Age-8 8 8 100.0 % 5 17 

Age-9 4 4 100.0 % 2 13 

Table 6: Modified Schnabel abundance estimation for female pike per age class, where 
NE = estimated abundance, NS = number of female pike sampled per age class, NE / NS 
(%) = the proportion of sampled individuals to the estimated total abundance, and CI = 
the lower and upper confidence interval at 95 %. 
Age class NE NS NE / NS (%) CI (95 %) 

Age-3 128 59 46.1 % 85 218 

Age-4 90 54 48.6 % 64 137 

Age-5 60 51 85.0 % 46 80 

Age-6 29 23 79.3 % 19 47 

Age-7 8 7 87.5 % 4 22 

Age-8 8 8 100.0 % 5 17 

Age-9 4 4 100.0 % 2 13 
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4.1.2 Age structure 

The maximum age of pike sampled from Kleiner Döllnsee was 9 years. However, 

maximum age observed differed strongly between sexes. While female pike were up to 

9 years old, the oldest male pike was only 6 years old (Fig. 3 and 4). Analyses of the 

relative abundance per age class indicated usual patterns of strongly decreasing 

abundance with increasing age as a result of natural mortality (Kleiner Döllnsee is not 

open to harvesting). The first two age classes (age-1 and 2) were underrepresented in 

the sample size because naturally the relative abundance of age-1 and age-2 fish should 

be larger than the relative abundance of older fish. This, however, was not the case in 

the sample (Fig. 3 and 4). The age-length key (Fig. 2) developed for all aged pike (N = 

569) sampled during the experimental period revealed typical patterns of increasing 

overlap of age and length classes with increasing length of pike. For example, while all 

pike smaller than 20 cm total length were age-1 in spring 2008, already three age classes 

(age class 2, 3 and 4) were found in pike ranging from 30 to 35 cm total length. Only for 

some pike (N = 15) it was impossible to clearly read the scales, and this was mainly the 

case due to the massive occurrence of scales without any ring formation. These scales 

likely constituted replaced scales.  

 
Figure 2: Age-length key for all aged pike (N = 569) sampled in Kleiner Döllnsee from 
September 2007 to October 2008. Pike were assigned based on their back-calculated 
length (cm) in spring 2008 into length classes of 5 cm. The first class ranged from 0 to 
4.9 cm. The values on the x-axis represent the class midpoint. 
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Overall, a vast majority (82.4 %) of the pike population in Kleiner Döllnsee was less 

than four years old. Only 3.2 % of all pike sampled were older than seven years. Female 

pike aged-3 to 5 years showed a high relative abundance (67.8 % of all sampled 

females). By contrast, the relative abundance composition of male pike was dominated 

by individuals of age-2 and age-3 (58.2 % of all sampled males). 
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Figure 3: Number of female pike (N = 242) per age class in Kleiner Döllnsee. Pike 
were assigned based on their age in spring 2008. 
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Figure 4: Number of male pike (N = 177) per age class in Kleiner Döllnsee. Pike were 
assigned based on their age in spring 2008. 
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4.1.3 Growth and mortality 

The von Bertalanffy growth equation is the most commonly used growth model to 

describe life-time growth pattern of marine and freshwater species. In Kleiner Döllnsee 

the parameters of the von Bertalanffy growth curve in terms of age-length (total length) 

relationships were estimated as L∞ = 192.66 cm, K = 0.06 yr-1 and t0 = -0.72 yr for 

females (Fig. 5), and L∞ = 101.19 cm, K = 0.11 yr-1 and t0 = -0.89 yr for males (Fig. 6).  

 
Figure 5: The von Bertalanffy growth curve for female pike (N = 236). 

 
Figure 6: The von Bertalanffy growth curve for male pike (N = 172). 
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Accordingly, there was strong evidence for sex-specific growth differences. Males reach 

their hypothetical maximum length much earlier than females and grow absolutely 

slower than females (Fig. 5 and 6). The back-calculated mean (± SD) length-at-age and 

the mean (± SD) annual growth rate (cm yr-1) per age for both sexes are shown Table 7. 

Significant differences in growth rates between male and female pike were found from 

the first year of life as shown here for age-1 (T-test, T = 2.834, df = 407, P = 0.005) and 

these differences remain significant until age-5 (P < 0.001).  

Table 7: Mean (± SD) back-calculated total length (cm), number of sampled individuals 
and annual growth rate (cm yr-1) for male and female pike in Kleiner Döllnsee. The 
growth rate refers to the previous year until reaching that particular year. 

 Female pike Male pike 
Age 
(yr) 

Mean TL 
± SD (cm) 

Number
(N) 

Growth rate 
± SD (cm yr-1)

Mean TL 
± SD (cm) 

Number 
(N) 

Growth rate 
± SD (cm yr-1)

1 17.5 ± 3.4 236 17.5 ± 3.4 16.5 ± 3.4 172 16.5 ± 3.4 

2 30.0 ± 5.1 228 12.6 ± 3.1 27.8 ± 4.8 163 11.4 ± 2.8 

3 40.1 ± 5.8 188 10.1 ± 2.3 35.8 ± 4.8 97 8.5 ± 2.1 

4 50.1 ± 4.9 118 10.1 ± 3.4 43.3 ± 4.5 30 7.2 ± 1.8 

5 58.6 ± 5.6 68 7.0 ± 2.0 49.3 ± 1.6 7 5.4 ± 0.9 

6 66.2 ± 6.1 28 7.1 ± 2.0 54.8 ± 0.0 1 5.7 ± 0.0 

7 73.1 ± 4.3 16 5.8 ± 1.1 - - - 

8 79.5 ± 2.9 7 4.6 ± 1.5 - - - 

9 84.0 ± 0.0 1 6.2 ± 0.0 - - - 

 

 

Catch curve analyses allowed the derivation of an estimate for the instantaneous natural 

mortality rate (m), which is the slope of the regression in Figure 7 and 8. Accordingly, 

the natural mortality rate was m = 0.47 yr-1 for females aged 3 to 9 years and m = 1.06 

yr-1 for males aged 3 to 6 years. Overall, the instantaneous natural mortality rate was 

substantially higher for male than for female pike. In addition, the linear relationships in 

Figure 7 and 8 for the representatively sampled age classes (e.g., age class 3 and older) 

indicated that natural mortality rates were constant and not a function of age.  
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Figure 7: Age-based catch curve for female pike (N = 207) in Kleiner Döllnsee. Pike of 
age-1 and 2 were underrepresented and thus not included in the analysis. 

 
Figure 8: Age-based catch curve for male pike (N = 117) in Kleiner Döllnsee. Pike of 
age-1 and 2 were underrepresented and thus not included in the analysis. 
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4.1.4 Length-at-maturation and fecundity of female pike 

Length-at-maturation for male and female pike in Kleiner Döllnsee was based on lethal 

sampling from spring 2006 prior to spawning season. In total, 43 female and 11 male 

pike were examined for the existence of ripe sexual products (gonads or sperm). The 

mean (± SD) total length of female pike in this sample was 43.8 ± 15.77 cm (range, 12.0 

– 74.5 cm), and 26.3 ± 12.94 cm (range, 13.6 – 50.1 cm) for male pike. When 

estimating the fraction of sexually mature females and males with length, there was a 

marked break in the total length when male and female pike were not or exclusively 

sexually mature. Accordingly, the length-at-maturation for 100 % of the population was 

estimated as 38.5 cm for female (Fig. 9) and 19.9 cm for male pike (not shown).  

 
Figure 9: Percent (%) of mature female pike (N = 43) per size class (5 cm) in 2006 in 
Kleiner Döllnsee. The value on the x-axis represents the size class midpoint. 

This length threshold represents the length at which all fish are sexually mature (100 

%). Obviously, at sizes below this threshold length a fraction of the stock can already be 

mature as was determined qualitatively by personal observation through the present 

study (spawning season 2008) but was not found in the spawning season of 2006 where 

lethal sampling occurred. Because of the lack of “hard data” to derive a lower size 

threshold when the majority or the large fraction of the population is sexually mature, 

the length threshold for 100% length-at-maturation mentioned above from 2006 was 

used for all analyses in the present study to determine the fraction of the pike population 
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potentially participating in the spawning season of 2008. Hence, maternal and paternal 

assignment was only conducted for female pike with a total length of more than 38.0 cm 

and for male pike with a total length of more than 20.0 cm. All other individuals, which 

were classified or assigned as females or males during field sampling, were not 

considered further in the analyses of individual reproductive success. 

The total number of eggs and its dependency on the length of females was best 

described by a power curve of length in Kleiner Döllnsee (Fig. 10), revealing the 

classical finding of fecundity scaling exponentially with female length. The calculated 

mean (± SD) egg number for female pike was 10396 ± 7051 eggs (range, 3061 – 

37399). The parameters for this curve were derived from a regression of Ln egg number 

on Ln total length based on an estimation of absolute fecundity for 14 ripe female pike 

sampled in spring 2006 (linear regression: y = fecundity (total egg number), x = total 

length (cm), y = 3.021x – 2.965, r² = 0.760, P = 0.001; N = 14). 
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Figure 10: Relationship between total length (cm) and estimated fecundity (total egg 
number) for female pike (N = 169) in Kleiner Döllnsee. The relationships was fitted to 
N = 14 length-fecundity data from the year 2006. 
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4.2 Timing of spawning and location of spawning habitat 

Because of the crucial importance of water temperature for triggering spawning of pike, 

water temperature in the littoral was closely monitored in Kleiner Döllnsee. Daily water 

temperature was relatively stable between 5 and 6 °C during March 2008 and increased 

slightly towards 8 °C in mid-April 2008 (Fig. 11). At the end of April, the mean daily 

water temperature increased strongly within only a few days from 9 to 14 °C. Water 

oxygen content (mg l-1) and pH in the littoral were nearly constant in March until mid-

April and did not exhibit any critical values (graph not shown). Mean (± SD) water 

oxygen content was 12.9 ± 2.5 mg l-1 and mean (± SD) pH was 8.9 ± 0.5. As will be 

shown in detail below, the actual spawning of pike covered a large temperature gradient 

from end of March to the beginning of May and was assumed to a temperature range 

between 5.3 and 14.3 °C. 
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Figure 11: Mean daily water temperature in Kleiner Döllnsee (01.02.–31.05.08). 

To obtain spawning location and further information on timing of spawning, ten female 

pike were equipped in their oviduct with miniature radio transmitters at the end of 

February (February, 25 – 29, 2008) prior to spawning and located from end of February 

to mid-April. Unfortunately, six female pike retained their transmitters until battery life 

was completed, which occurred at mid-April (Fig. 14). As the analysis of YOY 

recruitment patterns indicated with time, this period did not cover the entire spawning 

season in Kleiner Döllnsee in 2008 so that it remains unclear whether these individuals 
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spawned later. One large female pike (TL = 86.0 cm) lost its transmitter directly after 

the release at the capture point (February, 29, 2008). Furthermore, it was not possible to 

locate another female pike (TL = 62.0 cm) during the whole telemetry period. 

Transmitter loss in the deeper areas of Kleiner Döllnsee could be a possible reason. 

However, natural death of this pike was not the reason for the lack of positioning 

information, due to the fact, that two YOY were assigned to this female pike later in the 

season. Unfortunately, these YOY were just sampled in October 2008 and thus not 

incorporated in otolith analysis and hence not incorporated in the estimation of the 

spawning time. 

Two of the female pike expelled their transmitters during the likely spawning 

season on a likely spawning habitat (Fig. 12 and 13). One of these pike (TL = 77.0 cm) 

expelled its transmitter on April, 03, 2008 in a dense bed of submerged macrophytes at 

the edge to reed habitat (Fig. 12). This pike was detected in the same area for the entire 

transmitter time during winter and early spring. Water depth at the transmitter location 

was shallow and about 75 cm deep and macrophyte coverage was high and consisted 

mainly of hornwort (Ceratophyllum demersum). Another pike (TL = 55.5 cm) expelled 

its transmitter on April, 08, 2008 (Fig. 13) and did so in a deeper area of the study lake 

in a water depth of about 1.5 m at the edge to a large macrophyte bed.  

In contrast to the first pike (Fig. 12), this individual was detected at different 

places around the lake during the observation period before the transmitter was expelled 

likely during the process of spawning. Therefore, at least two different spawning 

locations were identified in Kleiner Döllnsee at different areas of the lake.  
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Figure 12: Distribution of one female pike prior to the spawning season successfully 
expelling its radio transmitter on a likely spawning location. 

 

Figure 13: Distribution of one female pike prior to the spawning season successfully 
expelling its radio transmitter on a likely spawning location. 
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In general, most pike tracked with miniature radio transmitters had a narrowly confined 

residence and movement area prior to the spawning season (Fig. 14 a,b,c,d). One pike, 

however, differed from this pattern as previously indicated (Fig. 13). However, it must 

be mentioned that two pikes were only located for four times over a period of 6 weeks 

(Fig. 14 e,f). 

a)             b)                                                                    

 
c)     d)                                                                     

 
e)        f) 

 
Figure 14 (a-f): Distribution of female pike (N = 6) prior to the spawning season. Every 
figure contains the date of location as represented by the increasing numbers. Figure d) 
also shows the distribution of YOY which were assigned to this female pike by 
parentage analysis later in the year 2008. 
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Analysis of otolith microstructure of YOY revealed a wide spread of the spawning 

period of 5 weeks (March, 25, - May, 01, 2008). There was an inverse and significant 

relation between female age and the back-calculated spawning date (Pearson 

correlation, r² = 0.218, P = 0.005, N = 31) (Fig. 15). This relationship became even 

more obvious when total length was correlated with spawning date (Pearson correlation, 

r² = 0.243, P = 0.005, N = 31) indicating that larger and older females spawn first (Fig. 

16).  
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Figure 15: Relationship between female age (years) and spawning date (N = 31).  
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Figure 16: Relationship between female total length (cm) and spawning date (N = 31).  
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4.3 Young-of-the-year (YOY) recruitment during 2008 

In total, 215 YOY were sampled in July (N = 106) and October (N = 109) 2008 during 

the sampling period. All habitats in the lake were sampled with the same effort. The 

mean (± SD) catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) was 3.17 ± 1.47 fish per hour electro-fishing 

in July and 4.17 ± 1.33 fish per hour electro-fishing in October. The YOY were equally 

distributed around the whole lake shoreline (Fig. 17 and 18) in both sampling periods. 

No significant differences in CPUE (N = 6) were observed between the sampling dates 

in July and October 2008 (T-test, T = -1.235, df = 10, P = 0.245). 

 

Figure 17: Occurrence of YOY pike (N = 106) in Kleiner Döllnsee in July, 2008. 
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Figure 18: Occurrence of YOY pike (N = 109) in Kleiner Döllnsee in October, 2008.   
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During first sampling in July, YOY were mainly caught in very shallow areas of the 

littoral zone in dense reeds and in a big bed of submerged macrophytes at the northeast 

end of the lake, which was identified as potential spawning location (see section 4.2). In 

contrast, in October the YOY were usually caught in the deeper areas of the littoral at 

the edge from the reed to the more open water in the sublittoral zone. Because YOY 

inhabited the very shallow areas of the lake and the densely structured reed in July, the 

sampling by electro-fishing in these habitats of the study lake was difficult and an 

underestimation of the abundance of YOY pike during this period is likely. 

4.3.1 Length frequency distribution of YOY 

The mean (± SD) total length of the YOY in July 2008 was 101 ± 16.8 mm (range, 74 - 

162 mm). The mean (± SD) weight was 6.0 ± 3.6 g. In contrast, in October 2008 the 

mean (± SD) total length was 133 ± 14.5 (range, 113 - 173 mm) and the mean (± SD) 

weight for these YOY was 11.6 ± 4.2 g. Mean total length increases by 32 mm from 

July until October (Fig. 19 and 20). In addition, a decrease in the variance for total 

length between individuals was obvious from July until October 2008.  
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Figure 19: Length frequency distribution (%) of YOY pike (N = 106) captured in July, 
2008. Values on the x-axis represent the length class midpoint (10 mm). 
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Figure 20: Length frequency distribution (%) of YOY pike (N = 109) captured in 
October, 2008. Values on the x-axis represent the length class midpoint (10 mm). 

4.3.2 Hatch date and daily growth rate of YOY 

Otolith microstructure analysis from 67 YOY was used for the calculation of hatch date 

and daily growth rate (DGR) for YOY pike. Thirty-nine YOY out of the 106 sampled 

YOY in July 2008 were excluded from the analysis due to the fact that 1) the daily 

increments on the otoliths were not countable, 2) the differences between the three 

individual counts were too high, or 3) otoliths were destroyed during the grinding 

process. Based on the analysis of daily growth increments of the remaining otoliths, 

hatching of YOY pike during the spawning season 2008 occurred over a four-week 

period (18 April – 8 May, 2008). Peak hatching occurred between April, 26, and May, 

02, 2008 with 56.7 % of all analysed fish hatching during this period. The mean (± SD) 

calculated total length on July, 19, 2008 for the YOY (N = 67) used in otolith analysis 

was 109 ± 18.2 mm (range, 81 - 170 mm). The mean (± SD) daily growth rate in length 

from hatching to the date of sampling for these fishes was 1.23 ± 0.23 mm d-1 (range, 

0.81 - 2.01 mm d-1). Pearson’s test for correlation between calculated total length (mm) 

at time of capture and the hatch date (dd/mm/yyyy) revealed no significant relationship 

(Pearson correlation, r² = 0.001, P = 0.850, N = 67) (Fig. 21). However, a significant 

positive correlation was found between the daily growth rate (mm d-1) and hatch date 

(dd/mm/yyyy) for the YOY indicating that later-hatched offspring grew significantly 

faster than early-hatched individuals (Pearson correlation, r² = 0.079, P = 0.022, N = 67) 

(Fig. 22).  
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Figure 21: Relationship between forward calculated total length (mm) on July, 19, 2008 
and hatch date (dd/mm/yyyy) for YOY pike (N = 67) in Kleiner Döllnsee. 
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Figure 22: Relationship between daily growth rate in length (mm d-1) and hatch date 
(dd/mm/yyyy) for YOY pike (N = 67) sampled in July 2008 in Kleiner Döllnsee. 

4.3.3 Size-dependent parental effects on offspring traits 

Size-dependent parental effects on offspring traits were investigated using simple 

Pearson correlation. There was no significant correlation between the daily growth rate 

(mm d-1) of the YOY and total length (cm) of the corresponding mother (Pearson 

correlation, r² = 0.008, P = 0.569, N = 42) (Fig. 23). In addition, no relationship was 
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detected between the calculated total length at capture (mm) of the YOY (July, 19, 

2008) and total length (cm) of the corresponding mother (Pearson correlation, r² = 

0.000, P = 0.895, N = 42) as shown in Figure 24. Hence, there was no indication of size-

dependent maternal effects of female pike on daily growth rate of YOY pike.  
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Figure 23: Relationship between total length (cm) of female pike (N = 31) and daily 
growth rate (mm d-1) of the corresponding YOY. 
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Figure 24: Relationship between total length (cm) of female pike (N = 31) and daily 
growth rate (mm d-1) of the corresponding YOY. 
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4.4 Individual reproductive success and its determinants 

Out of the 169 individual female pike with a total length of more than 38.0 cm (thus 

being mature in the spawning season of 2008) only 73 (43.2 %) had at least one 

assigned YOY. Accordingly, for the majority of mature female pike (96 females or 56.8 

%) no offspring was observed in July and October 2008. Most of the females had one 

and in some cases two or more offspring (Fig. 25). Mean (± SD) number of offspring 

per mature female was 0.78 ± 1.13 (range, 0 – 6). Of 215 sampled YOY pike, 46 

individuals were assigned to a female pike at the strict confidence level (0.95), with 85 

being assigned at a relaxed level (0.80).  
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Figure 25: Number of assigned YOY per female pike (N = 169) in Kleiner Döllnsee in 
the season of 2008. 

The proportion of males assigned with at least one offspring was even lower 

than the previously reported values for female pike. Only 38 males (21.5 %) of the 177 

individuals, which were included in the paternity analysis (total length > 20.0 cm) had 

at least one offspring. Most of the males had one and in some cases two or more 

offspring (Fig. 26). The mean (± SD) number of offspring per male pike was 0.29 ± 

0.69 and ranged from 0 to 5, with only nine males (5 %) having more than one 

offspring. Of 215 sampled YOY, 18 were assigned to a male pike at the strict 

confidence level (0.95), with 34 being assigned at the relaxed confidence level (0.80). 
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Figure 26: Number of assigned YOY per male pike (N = 177) in Kleiner Döllnsee in 
the season of 2008. 

4.4.1 Parental traits potentially correlated with individual reproductive success 

Nine potential predictor variables (some of which were adaptive traits potentially under 

natural selection, see section 4.5) of female reproductive success were enumerated and 

included in further analyses, including total length (cm), age (years), weight (g), 

estimated fecundity (total egg number), juvenile growth rate (cm yr-1), condition (Fulton 

and relative), symmetry of fins as an index of “good genes” and spawning date (day-of-

the-year). In contrast, due to low sample size and low number of recaptures only four 

potential predictors of male reproductive success were examined, including total length 

(cm), age (years), juvenile growth rate (cm yr-1) and a fin symmetry index. The 

descriptive statistics for female and male traits are given in Table 8 and 9. These tables 

also contain the dependent variable relative reproductive success (RRS).  

In general, high variance was observed within all parental traits potentially 

correlated with individual RRS for both male and female pike. It was thus assumed that 

differences in individual reproductive success could be explained by this variance, 

which at least should result in highly explanatory models. Variance in total length 

(weight) and age of pike was lower than expected for male and female pike in a natural 

population. However, variances were high for juvenile growth rate for both sexes, and 

for condition (Fulton and relative) for female pike. In addition, high variance was found 

in time of spawning for female pike (difference 37 days). 
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Table 8: Descriptive statistics for potential predictors of female reproductive success. 

Variable N Mean SD Min. Max. 

Dependent      

RRS 169 1.00 1.45 0 6.45 

Number YOY per female 169 0.78 1.13 0 5 

Independent      

Total length (cm) 169 54.6 11.27 38.0 87.0 

Weight (g) 169 1197.5 828.36 308.9 4729.2 

Age (years) 169 4.84 1.43 3 9 

Fecundity (No. eggs) 169 10396 7050.92 3061 37399 

Juvenile growth rate (cm yr-1) 164 13.4 2.84 7.5 21.6 

Condition (Fulton) 169 0.65 0.10 0.46 1.30 

Condition (relative) 169 0.96 0.15 0.69 1.93 

Symmetry of fins 146 0.05 0.23 0.00 2.00 

Spawning date (day-of-the-year) 31 87 9 65 102 
N = Number of individuals, SD = standard deviation, Min. = Minimum, Max. = Maximum 

Table 9: Descriptive statistics for potential predictors of male reproductive success. 

Variable N Mean SD Min. Max. 

Dependent      

RRS 177 1.00 2.33 0 17.02 

Number YOY per male 177 0.29 0.69 0 5 

Independent      

Total length (cm) 177 35.4 8.26 15.7 54.8 

Age (years) 177 2.99 1.03 1 6 

Juvenile growth rate (cm yr-1) 163 11.4 2.85 6.1 20.5 

Symmetry of fins 148 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.19 
N = Number of individuals, SD = standard deviation, Min. = Minimum, Max. = Maximum 

A test for correlation between the potential predictors of male and female RRS was 

conducted using simple Pearson correlation. This was crucial for further analyses of the 

selection gradients. Despite the well-known relationship between total length, age, 

fecundity and weight (not shown), it is important to mention that juvenile growth rate 

(cm yr-1) was correlated with total length (cm) for both female (Pearson correlation, r² = 

0.045, P = 0.006, N = 164) and male pike (Pearson correlation, r² = 0.113, P = 0.000, N 

= 163). 
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4.4.2 Relative reproductive success 

The mean (± SD) relative reproductive success for all mature female pike with a total 

length of more than 38.0 cm was 1.0 ± 1.45 (range, 0 - 6.45). A step-wise exploratory 

multiple regression model regressing RRS on all potential predictor variables is given in 

Table 10. This model initially contained all independent (predictor) variables which 

were assumed to potentially influence female RRS. However, this model was not 

significant (R = 0.281, R²adjusted = -0.010, F8,132 = 0.823, P = 0.584, N = 141). By 

contrast, the model became significant using multiple regressions and a forward 

stepwise selection procedure (R = 0.180, R²adjusted = 0.026, F1,139 = 4.667, P = 0.032, N = 

141), with juvenile growth rate as the only variable positively, yet not significantly (P = 

0.180), predicting the females RRS. None of the other variables proved significant. The 

independent variables spawning date and daily growth rate (YOY) were introduced 

separately in one model, due to the fact that these traits were only available for a subset 

of all individuals (N = 31). Spawning date and daily growth rate (mm d-1), however, did 

not exhibit significant effects on RRS indicated by a non-significant regression model 

(R = 0.187, R²adjusted = -0.033, F2,28 = 0.520, P = 0.600, N = 30). Therefore, despite the 

inclusion of a number of theoretically potential determinants of individual reproductive 

success such as total length (Fig. 27) or age of females (Fig. 28) no substantial fraction 

between-female variance in RRS could be explained. This essentially indicated that 

female RRS was not a function of length, age, condition or spawning time in Kleiner 

Döllnsee. However, there was also no evidence for reproductive senescense for very old 

or large individuals as indicated by a lack of drop of RRS in these old individuals (Fig. 

28). The higher standard error for older female pike (Fig. 28) was probably the result of 

low sample size and high variance of RRS between individuals. It was however 

noteworthy that there was a clear trend for RRS of females being positively affected by 

high juvenile growth rate (see for further details below).  

The mean (± SD) relative reproductive success for all male pike was 1.0 ± 2.33 

(range, 0 - 17.02). Similar to the case for females, a multiple linear regression model 

(Tab. 10) containing all independent variables potentially influencing the males RRS 

proved not significant (R = 0.153, R²adjusted = -0.006, F4,134 = 0.800, P = 0.527, N = 139). 

In contrast to female pike, the model remained not significant using multiple regressions 

with a forward stepwise selection procedure essentially indicating the lack of any 

significant relationship between the measured paternal traits and RRS in males.  
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Table 10: Results of a multiple regression model RRS = (I, TL, A, W, F, K, Krel, G, S) 
for female pike in Kleiner Döllnsee, where RRS is the relative reproductive success of 
females, I the intercept, TL the back-calculated total length (cm) in spring 2008, A is 
age, W the calculated weight (g) in spring 2008, Fec the estimated theoretical fecundity 
(total egg number), K the condition (Fulton), Krel the relative condition, G the juvenile 
growth rate (cm yr-1) and S the symmetry of pectoral fins. Values approaching statistical 
significance at P < 0.10 are indicated in bold. All independent variables were also tested 
individually to avoid covariance between traits affecting results, and no different P-
values to the ones shown in this table were found. 

 B SE Bstand. t r P 

I -0.296 3.530  -0.084  0.933 

TL -0.006 0.088 -0.041 -0.064 -0.006 0.949 

A 0.080 0.237 0.077 0.336 0.029 0.737 

W 0.001 0.001 0.378 0.492 0.043 0.624 

Fec 0.000 0.000 -0.345 -0.367 -0.032 0.714 

K 0.560 35.413 0.037 0.016 0.001 0.987 

Krel -0.583 24.515 -0.058 -0.024 -0.002 0.981 

G 0.105 0.059 0.194 1.761 0.151 0.081 

S 0.510 0.554 0.079 0.922 0.080 0.358 
B: unstandardized coefficient, SE: standard error, Bstand.: standardized coefficient, r: partial correlation 
coefficient.  

Table 11: Results of a multiple regression model RRS = (I, TL, A, G, S) for male pike in 
Kleiner Döllnsee, where RRS is the relative reproductive success, I the intercept, TL the 
back-calculated total length (cm) in spring 2008, A is age, G the juvenile growth rate 
(cm yr-1) and S the symmetry of pectoral fins. All independent variables were also tested 
individually to avoid covariance between traits affecting results, and no different P-
values to the ones shown in this table were found. 

 B SE Bstand. t r P 

I -0.261 1.367  -0.191  0.849 

TL 0.036 0.061 0.101 0.588 0.051 0.558 

A 0.033 0.474 0.011 0.069 0.006 0.945 

G -0.021 0.104 -0.023 -0.205 -0.018 0.838 

S 13.342 10.709 0.109 1.246 0.107 0.215 
B: unstandardized coefficient, SE: standard error, Bstand.: standardized coefficient, r: partial correlation 
coefficient.  
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Figure 27: Relative reproductive success (± SE) of mature female pike (N = 169) per 
length class. There were no significant differences between the different length classes 
(one-way ANNOVA, F4,164 = 1.958, P = 0.103, N = 169, Dunnett-T3 post-hoc test). 

 
Figure 28: Relative reproductive success (± SE) of mature female pike (N = 169) per 
age. There were no significant differences between the different age classes (one-way 
ANNOVA, F6,162 = 0.954, P = 0.458, N = 169, Dunnett-T3 post-hoc test). 

In addition, simple Pearson correlation was used to detect any evidence or clue of size-

assortative mating behaviour in pike in Kleiner Döllnsee (Fig. 29). However, no 

significant correlation was found between body size of males and females in the 

spawning season 2008 (Pearson correlation, r² = 0.020, P = 0.391, N = 39).  
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Figure 29: Female and male total length (cm) of the assigned parent pairs in the 
spawning season 2008 in Kleiner Döllnsee. 

4.5 Natural selection 

Selection gradients estimated through regression of relative fitness (RRS) on adaptive 

traits potentially under selection were calculated for both male (N = 164) and female 

pike (N = 164). The adaptive traits examined were total length (cm) at spawning in 

spring and juvenile growth rate (cm yr-1). Strength of coefficients for directional 

selection on these traits varied between males and females, but only juvenile growth rate 

was found significant for females in terms of total and direct natural selection (when 

controlling for length) (Tab. 12). This indicated positive directional selection on fast 

growth during the juvenile stage in female pike, which was visible both in total 

selection gradients as well as direct selection gradients. Although not significant, it is 

noteworthy that quadratic selection gradients had a negative sign for both total length 

and juvenile growth rate in females suggesting stabilizing selection for intermediate 

juvenile growth rate and length at spawning. Overall, the mean standardized selection 

gradient for juvenile growth rate in female pike was 1.073 meaning that doubling 

juvenile growth rate would increase reproductive fitness by 107.3 %. The trend for 

stabilizing selection on growth rate, however, suggests that such dramatic increase in 

juvenile growth rate would have fitness costs likely preventing the doubling of mean 

trait values under natural conditions. 
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Table 12: Linear and quadratic selection gradients (± SE) for total length and juvenile 
growth rate for male and female pike in Kleiner Döllnsee. 

 Male Female 
Total selection gradients 
Total length 

 
Juvenile growth rate 

 
0.287 (±0.17) 

P = 0.102 
0.140 (±0.18) 

P = 0.439 

 
0.014 (±0.01) 

P = 0.225 
0.246 (±0.11)  

P = 0.031 
Direct selection gradients 
Total length 

 
Juvenile growth rate 

 
0.281 (±0.22) 

P = 0.196 
0.046 (±0.19) 

P = 0.815 

 
0.009 (±0.01) 

P = 0.431 
0.227 (±0.12)  

P = 0.053 
Quadratic total selection gradients 
(Total length)² 

 
(Juvenile growth rate)² 

 
-2.514 (±1.15) 

P = 0.277 
2.310 (±1.39) 

P = 0.406 

 
-2.018 (±0.96) 

P = 0.294 
-1.422 (±0.90) 

P = 0.425 
Quadratic direct selection gradients 
(Total length)² 

 
(Juvenile growth rate)² 

 
Total length * juvenile growth rate 

 
-4.722 (±1.67) 

P = 0.160 
-0.244 (±1.61) 

P = 0.945 
2.734 (±1.76) 

P = 0.122 

 
-0.766 (±1.01) 

P = 0.705 
-1.066 (±0.92) 

P = 0.562 
-0.615 (±0.90) 

P = 0.496 
 

Although the total linear selection gradient for total length was not significant in 

male pike (P = 0.102), the low P-value indicates a trend for natural selection towards 

large total length at spawning. The impact of fast juvenile growth rate on reproductive 

fitness, however, was much less pronounced in male pike than in female pike. The 

different signs for bivariate quadratic selection gradient (cross product term of traits – a 

measure of correlational selection) also suggested that while in males there was a trend 

for selection favouring both large and fast growing individuals in females dissimilar 

combinations of traits were favoured, although this could not be supported statistically. 

Overall, however, no significant selection gradients on the adaptive traits juvenile 

growth rate and total length were evident in male pike in Kleiner Döllnsee. 

Because spawning date was only available for a subset of fish (N = 30), this 

potentially adaptive trait was added in a subsequent selection gradient analysis, thereby 

maximizing sample size in the former calculation. In addition, males were excluded 

from this analysis due to low sample size (N = 8). There was no significant selection on 

spawning date and total length visible in the reduced data set (Tab. 13). However, like 
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in the previous calculation, selection gradients were marginally significant and positive 

for juvenile growth rate at P = 0.10. Therefore, it can be concluded that natural selection 

favours female pike growing fast early in the life because these individuals have higher 

reproductive fitness. Stabilizing or disruptive selection did not appear to be acting 

strongly on any of the traits (univariate quadratic coefficients). In comparison with the 

former calculation (Tab. 12), all coefficients were positive, suggesting disruptive 

selection. However, none of these coefficients were proofed to be significant.  

 
Table 13: Linear and quadratic selection gradients (± SE) for total length /spawning 
date and juvenile growth rate/spawning date for female pike (N = 30) in Kleiner 
Döllnsee. 

Selection Female pike 

Total selection differentials 
Total length 
Juvenile growth rate 
Spawning date 

 
0.230 (±0.31) 
0.571 (±0.29) 
0.086 (±0.31) 

 
(P = 0.461) 
(P = 0.059) 
(P = 0.783) 

Direct selection gradients 
Total length 
Spawning date 

Juvenile growth rate 
Spawning date 

 
0.355 (±0.35) 
0.259 (±0.35) 

0.568 (±0.30) 
0.030 (±0.30) 

 
(P = 0.324) 
(P = 0.471) 

(P = 0.066) 
(P = 0.920) 

Quadratic total selection gradients 
(Total length)² 
(Spawning date)² 

(Juvenile growth rate)² 
(Spawning date)² 

 
0.148 (±2.64) 
0.940 (±5.12) 

7.630 (±2.36) 
0.940 (±5.12) 

 
(P = 0.978) 
(P = 0.927) 

(P = 0.118) 
(P = 0.927) 

Quadratic selection gradients 
(Total length)² 
(Spawning date)² 
Total length * spawning date 

(Juvenile growth rate)² 
(Spawning date)² 
Juvenile growth rate * spawning date 

 
9.050 (±4.92) 
0.012 (±6.14) 
3.704 (±4.12) 

8.768 (±2.61) 
1.376 (±4.88) 
-6.664 (±4.76) 

 
(P = 0.367) 
(P = 0.999) 
(P = 0.377) 

(P = 0.109) 
(P = 0.889) 
(P = 0.491) 
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5. DISCUSSION 

The results of the present study have failed to confirm a significant positive relationship 

between larger body size and higher relative reproductive success for both male and 

female pike in the study year, thus not providing conclusive evidence for the generally 

well established “bigger is better” hypothesis in reproductive ecology of many fish 

species. More precisely, no significant positive correlation was found between body 

size-related traits and relative reproductive success in females, but there was a positive 

trend in male pike by a fairly low P-value on selection for large body size in relation to 

reproductive success. Interestingly, there was also no evidence for reproductive 

senescence for very old or large female spawners, which contradicted speculations for 

pike of inferior reproductive quality of very old and hence large individuals (e.g., 

Heuschmann 1940). In the present study, this assumption was not supported. However, 

it was found that relative reproductive success of female pike was significantly related 

to fast juvenile growth rate. In addition to these novel insights into the correlation of 

reproductive fitness with fast juvenile growth, the study provides a wealth of all basic 

biological information about the pike population in Kleiner Döllnsee. To judge the 

generality and validity of the insights into the determinants of relative reproductive 

success, however, it is warranted to initially discuss whether the study population 

resembled the population structure and the phenotypic traits of male and female pike 

typically found under natural conditions. Moreover, the methods applied during the 

present study need to be critically examined because the confidence in the natural 

selection patterns estimated crucially depends on the reliability of the sampling 

programme designed to assess the spawning population size as well as its main 

biological characteristics in the spawning year of 2008. 

5.1 How representative is the pike population in Kleiner Döllnsee 

To compare the pike population in Kleiner Döllnsee with other natural reproducing pike 

populations, the main biological characteristics of the investigated population and their 

contrast to established literature on pike biology must be discussed. This should ideally 

support the conclusion that the structure of the spawning population as well as the 

variation in phenotypic traits resembled patterns typically found for this species in the 

wild. This conclusion would be important for generalizing insights gained in the present 

study. 
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Pike populations typically strive in freshwater ecosystems offering abundant 

structure and extended littoral zones with emergent or submergent vegetation used by 

pike as refuge habitat and for spawning (Raat 1988; Grimm & Klinge 1996; Pierce & 

Tomcko 2005). It is known for long that in a particular ecosystem morphology 

(especially the percentage of littoral area to total water area in lakes), or generally the 

amount of refuge area (Grimm 1981, 1983; Pierce & Tomcko 2005) place upper bounds 

on the pike carrying capacity of the habitat. Although it has been reported that pike lose 

their preference for underwater vegetation with increasing size and are regularly found 

in open water (Grimm & Klinge 1996; Kobler et al. 2008), young-of-the-year pike and 

fish smaller than about 55.0 cm total length seem to be strictly bound to vegetation 

(Grimm 1981, 1994; Grimm & Klinge 1996) serving as a refuge against failing victim 

to cannibalistic conspecifics (Haugen et al. 2007). Hence, availability of vegetation for 

spawning and recruitment constitute a critical bottleneck factor that determines pike 

recruitment and standing population biomass (Grimm 1989, 1994). Kleiner Döllnsee 

offers abundant underwater vegetation and being a shallow lake also offers littoral-like 

zones in much of the water body. It therefore comes as no surprise that the pike 

population in this lake is self-reproducing without external stocking. 

Before discussing the results obtained for the estimated total abundance of pike 

in Kleiner Döllnsee it is important to mention that the population abundance of age-1 

and age-2 pike was not representatively assessed in the present study, which is indicated 

by the fact that the relative abundance of these age classes was lower in the sample than 

the relative abundance of pike aged 3 years. Low relative abundance of age-2 fish 

compared with older fish has been recorded for several lakes and studies on pike (Roche 

et al. 1999; Pierce & Tomcko 2003) indicating that in particular length, and thus age, 

classes differ in their susceptibility to common sampling gear. Indeed, most fishing 

gears are well-known to be positively size-selective typically underestimating pike 

smaller than 20 cm total length (Pierce et al. 1995; Arlinghaus et al. 2008). In addition, 

parts of the littoral zone (in particular the areas with dense reed) were essentially 

inaccessible to the electro-fishing gear in Kleiner Döllnsee potentially explaining these 

findings. The consequences of this sampling error, however, for the further parentage 

analysis in the present study should be marginal because a high proportion of these 

individuals aged 1 or 2 years were generally smaller than 30.0 cm total length and in 

terms of females not mature in the spawning season 2008. Nevertheless, it seems very 

likely that a sizeable fraction of mature males, which have been shown to fully mature 
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(100 %) at about 20.0 cm total length in Kleiner Döllnsee, was not sampled in the 

present study. This was the main reason why more confidence was expressed in the 

present study towards the female pike in terms of determinants of individual 

reproductive success. 

Modified Schnabel abundance estimation revealed a total abundance of pike 

aged 3 years and older of 565 individuals (95 % - confidence interval, 489 – 661) in 

Kleiner Döllnsee. The mean total length of these pike aged 3 years was 40.1 cm for 

females and 35.8 cm for males. This corresponded to a numerical abundance density of 

22.6 fish/ha or a biomass density of 17.6 kg/ha per total water area (25 ha), which 

equalled 54.3 fish/ha (numerical abundance density) or 42.3 kg/ha (biomass density) per 

vegetated lake area (10.4 ha). These values agree well with ranges of pike abundance 

reported in the literature (reviewed by Raat 1988). Pierce and Tomcko (2005) reported 

that densities of pike greater than 35.0 cm in sixteen north-central Minnesota Lakes 

varied between 3.2 – 59 fish/ha related to total lake area (mean value 20.7 fish/ha) and 

in terms of biomass between 3.6 – 33.6 kg/ha (mean value 14.6 kg/ha). Similarly, 

Margenau et al. (1998) found that the average density of northern pike (≥ 35.0 cm) in 19 

small (< 120 ha) northern Wisconsin lakes was 16.1 fish/ha varying between 2.8 – 38.0 

fish/ha (related to total lake area. The mean biomass density of pike was 11.6 kg/ha 

(range, 3.0 – 29.4 kg/ha) in these lakes. Compared to these average estimates for 

abundance density and biomass density for pike in the USA, the pike abundance and 

biomass density in Kleiner Döllnsee must be considered high because the standing 

population exceeded the published values. Generally, the carrying capacity of pike 

populations is strongly dependent on the type and availability of emergent or 

submergent vegetation used as cover, shelter and spawning habitat (Wright 1990; 

Grimm 1994; Paukert & Willis 2003; Pierce & Tomcko 2005). Grimm (1994) 

summarized his work on carrying capacities of pike biomass density in European waters 

related to the area of vegetated habitat and reported an empirical relationship of biomass 

density of pike in relation to the fraction (in %) of vegetated surface area. The fraction 

of vegetated area is roughly 41% in Kleiner Döllnsee (10.4 vegetated area / 25 ha total 

water area) and the theoretical maximum biomass density of pike is therefore about 60 

kg per vegetated ha according to Grimm (1994). Recognizing that the above mentioned 

biomass density of pike aged 3 years and older in Kleiner Döllnsee (42.3 kg per 

vegetated ha) does not include the abundant age classes 0 – 2, it can be concluded that 

the biomass of pike in the study lake approached carrying capacity and generally 
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showed a comparatively high population density compared to similar-sized lake 

ecosystems from the temperate regions in the USA. 

Another crucial aspect to judge the representativeness of the pike population of 

Kleiner Döllnsee is the life expectancy and the sex-specific growth and natural mortality 

rates measured in the present study. Raat (1988) observed in a literature review that the 

life expectancy of pike has been shown to vary considerably with location (habitat) and 

environmental conditions, ranging between 5 and 25 years. In Kleiner Döllnsee the 

maximum age of female pike was found to be nine years, while the oldest male pike 

sampled was only six years old. This maximum age agrees with maximum observed 

ages in the literature reports, although it appears that pike can reach ages that double the 

maximum ages reported in the present study. For example, Kipling (1983a,b) observed 

ages of pike ranging between 2 up to a maximum of 18 years in Windermere (UK). 

Similarly, Frost and Kipling (1967) reported a female pike aged 17 years and two male 

pike aged 16 years from Windermere (UK). In general, female pike live longer (12 to 13 

years maximum) than males (5 to 6 years maximum) (reviewed by Raat 1988), which 

agrees with the data from Kleiner Döllnsee. However, life expectancy for pike 

(especially for female pike) was comparatively low in this lake, indicating high rates of 

natural mortality. Similar findings were reported by Margenau et al. (1998) in small 

northern Wisconsin lakes and by Roche et al. (1999) in an Irish reservoir, where most 

pike were less than age-6 and only few fish older than age-8. It could thus be concluded 

that the maximum age of pike observed in the present study is in agreement with values 

reported in the literature, although the maximum ages reported for this species were not 

found in the study lake. Potentially aging errors could explain this finding because it is 

increasingly difficult to accurately age pike from scales as the fish become older and 

growth rates decline (Frost & Kipling 1959). 

In terms of sex-specific growth rates in length, pike from Kleiner Döllnsee 

appeared to grow slower than many other lake populations (reviewed by Raat 1988). As 

mentioned before, the mean total length of pike aged 3 years in the study lake was 40.1 

cm for female and 35.8 cm for male pike. Margenau et al. (1998) found that the mean 

total length of both male and female pike aged 3 years was 44.0 cm in small northern 

Wisconsin lakes. Similarly, Pierce et al. (2003) reported values for total length of pike 

aged 3 years between 40.4 and 60.6 cm for females and between 37.4 and 55.5 cm for 

males in 12 north-central Minnesota lakes. Overall, the reported values for pike growth 

rates in the existing literature are in general higher than those found in Kleiner Döllnsee.  
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This finding was also confirmed by comparing the mean total length of pike aged 3 

years in the present study with the values given by Casselman (1996), who has reviewed 

the mean fork length (FL) at age for pike populations from 82 circumpolar water bodies. 

Although not directly comparable (different measurement of length) it was shown that 

even the reported mean fork length of pike aged 3 years was higher (41.7 cm) than those 

for total length of pike aged 3 years in the study lake (e.g, 40.1 cm for female pike). 

Furthermore, strong sex-specific growth patterns were found in the present study. These 

significantly different growth rates were already detectable after the first year of life and 

remained significant until age-6 in the study lake (maximum age of male pike). 

Accordingly, female pike were found to grow substantially faster than male pike, with 

an average difference in total length of 1.0 cm after the first year of life and a difference 

of 4.3 cm at the end of the third year of life. Similarly, Priegel and Krohn (1975) 

reported from Gilbert Lake (Wisconsin) that after the first growing season, females 

were 1.3 cm longer than males and at the end of the second year the difference had 

increased to 4.6 cm on average. This also is in agreement with a number of earlier 

studies (Roche et al. 1999; Persson et al. 2006) and could be related to earlier 

investment of energy into reproduction by male pike compared to female pike (Roff 

1983). However, differential growth of females and males could also be the result from 

stronger life history trade-offs between growth rate and reproduction (fecundity) in 

female fish compared to male fish, because large sperm production does not necessitate 

a large body cavity, while holding large egg volumes does (Wootton 1998). Generally, 

growth in pike is strongly density-dependent (Lorenzen & Engberg 2002), with poor 

growth rates being associated with high population densities resulting in high food 

competition (Margenau et al. 1998; Pierce et al. 2003; Haugen at al. 2007) or high 

social stress (Edeline et al. in press). Because the population density of pike was 

comparatively high, this density-dependence in growth could potentially explain the 

overall low growth rates of pike in Kleiner Döllnsee. Furthermore, food conditions and 

mean water temperature (Margenau et al. 1998; Paukert & Willis 2003) are additional 

factors influencing the individual growth rate of this species. Due to the fact, that the 

water temperature in Kleiner Döllnsee during the whole study period did not in exceed 

the critical temperature for growth in pike of 25 °C (see Casselman 1978), temperature 

can be excluded as a major factor for poor growth rates. Thus, overall low productivity 

due to the mesotrophic to slightly eutrophic state of Kleiner Döllnsee coupled with high 
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population density can be considered as the main factors explaining the observed 

comparatively slow growth patterns in pike in the present study. 

The comparatively poor individual growth rates of pike in Kleiner Döllnsee 

were, however, not visible from the parameters estimated using von Bertalanffy growth 

curve in total length. The corresponding parameters shaping the curve were L∞ = 192.7 

cm, K = 0.06 yr-1 and t0 = -0.72 yr for females, and L∞ = 101.2 cm, K = 0.11 yr-1 and t0 = 

-0.89 yr for males. These values for L∞ were larger than many estimates reported from 

some earlier studies. Modelling of growth with von Bertalanffy growth equations by sex 

and lake yielded values for L∞ that ranged from 57.7 to 95.7 cm in twelve north-central 

Minnesota Lakes (Pierce & Tomcko 2003). Persson et al. (2006) reported values for L∞ 

of 100.4 cm for males and L∞ of 160.0 cm for female pike in three different stream pike 

populations. These findings suggest that maximum theoretical length of pike in Kleiner 

Döllnsee could exceed previous estimates. However, despite intensive sampling no 

individual pike exceeding 100 cm total length was captured during the study period. 

The theoretically high L∞ values estimated in the present study are thus likely resulting 

from the statistically fitting procedure because no clear asymptote in total length with 

age was reached up until ages 6 (males) or 9 (females). In addition, only a maximum of 

nine age classes were observed. Thus, the parameters of the von Bertalanffy growth 

model should not be misinterpreted and it is not suggested that the pike population in 

the study lake constitute a fast growing population. Indeed, the opposite is the case. In 

summary, it can be concluded that comparatively poor individual growth rates of pike in 

Kleiner Döllnsee are likely the result of high pike density coupled with low prey fish 

availability in the study lake. Final confirmation of this assumption necessitates 

intensive sampling of prey fish in Kleiner Döllnsee compared to other lakes in the area.  

The instantaneous natural mortality rate in Kleiner Döllnsee was m = 0.47 yr-1 

for females aged 3 to 9 years and m = 1.06 yr-1 for males aged 3 to 6 years. This is in 

agreement with a number of studies in the literature reporting higher mortality rates by 

males compared to females (Mann 1976; LeCren 1987; Haugen et al. 2007). Generally, 

observed natural mortality rates in Kleiner Döllnsee were well in accord with published 

estimates for pike, which is known to be a species suffering from comparatively high 

natural mortality rates (reviewed by Raat 1988; LeCren 1987). However, such high 

mortality rates for male pike as reported from Kleiner Döllnsee were not often reported 

in the existing literature, which could be related to the lack of sex-specific estimates in 

earlier studies (reviewed by Raat 1988). Nevertheless, higher mortality rates of male 
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pike are likely the result of smaller overall body size and lower growth rates of males 

compared to females, which increases the probability of death by cannibalism (Grimm 

1983; Haugen et al. 2006). Moreover, males might suffer from increased competition 

and corresponding injury and attacks by conspecifics during the spawning period, which 

is likely a result of high pike density in the study lake and resulting strong competition 

for mates during spawning (Raat 1988). Moreover, mortality rates for smaller pike such 

as 0+ fish have been found to be strongly and inversely linked to the abundance of 

larger pike as well as food abundance (Grimm 1981, 1983, 1994). Interestingly and 

irrespective of sex, the instantaneous natural mortality rates were not a function of age 

(and thus size) for pike aged 3 years and older (i.e., instantaneous mortality rates were 

constant), which agrees with many previous reports (Raat 1988), but disagrees strongly 

with a recent study by Haugen et al. (2006) for female pike. It was difficult to find 

estimates for the instantaneous mortality rates in natural, unexploited northern pike 

populations in the existing literature because most populations were to some degree 

exploited. It is known for pike that natural and fishing mortality act compensatoriley for 

small pike and act additively for large pike (Allen et al. 1998). One estimate for natural 

mortality rates was provided by Bregazzi and Kennedy (1980) who reported a mean 

instantaneous mortality rate of 0.53 yr-1 for both sexes in a productive lowland lake 

(UK). This value agrees well with the mortality rate of females in Kleiner Döllnsee but 

is much lower than the value for males in this lake. Snow (1978) found values of annual 

mortality rates of northern pike aged 2 years and older of around 0.44 yr-1 (range, 0.11 - 

0.76 yr-1) from 1955 to 1969 in Murphy Flowage (Wisconsin). In addition, Kipling and 

Frost (1970) reported natural annual mortality rates for pike aged 2 years and older in 

Windermere (UK) prior to the start of gillnet-fishery in 1945 comparable to those found 

in the study lake (1.14 to 0.71 yr-1 for males and 1.23 to 0.82 yr-1 for females), 

indicating that the high value of male pike in the present study was not unnatural. 

In general, mortality rates in pike have been shown to be a result of density-

dependent and density-independent factors such as temperature (Haugen et al. 2007). 

With the exception of very high mean water temperature, mortality rates of pike are 

high when population density and the degree of cannibalism is high as well as food 

availability is low (Haugen et al. 2007). Such patterns were not visible in the present 

where natural mortality rates were found to be independent of adult size. It can be 

concluded that the general sex-specific nature of natural mortality rates agreed well with 

the established literature, and the relatively high natural mortality rates reported for pike 
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also provided suggestive evidence for quite dense population density resulting in high 

natural mortality of the smaller-bodied males compared to females (Haugen et al. 2007). 

5.2 Reproduction ecology of pike in Kleiner Döllnsee 

It was initially hypothesized that variation in absolute fecundity among females could 

explain differences in relative reproductive success because of the well-known positive 

correlation between fecundity and female body size in fish (Kamler 2005), including 

pike. In addition, it was expected that size-dependent parental behaviour in selecting 

spawning sites and in timing of spawning may influence offspring traits, such as growth 

or length at time of capture later in the season, and thus reproductive success of the 

parents (Johnston et al. 2007). This was not the case in the present study. This, however, 

was likely not an artefact of the pike population because many features known about the 

general reproductive ecology of pike could be verified in the focal spawning season of 

the year 2008 in Kleiner Döllnsee. 

The first issue to be discussed are general patterns of size-dependent maturation, 

which is one of the most fundamental issues in the reproduction-oriented life history of 

fish (Roff 2002). A length-at-full-maturation (i.e., 100 % of the population) of 38.0 cm 

for female and 19.9 cm for male pike (total length) was observed during the spawning 

season in 2006 in Kleiner Döllnsee. The year 2006 was chosen to determine this trait 

because it was attempted to not kill any fish during the focal spawning season of 2008. 

However, it is worth noting that during subsequent samplings in the year 2007 and 2008 

mature females were found at smaller sizes as revealed qualitatively by visual 

observations, and indeed the above mentioned value represents the size at which 100 % 

of the population is expected to be mature. In this context, the sizes found in 2006 are in 

agreement, at least for female pike, with the findings reported by several studies for 

different population of pike throughout much of its natural range (reviewed by Raat 

1988). For example, Diana (1983) reported from three Michigan lakes that most pike 

were fully mature (100 %) at age-2. Unfortunately, no lengths for pike were reported in 

this study. Similarly, Frost and Kipling (1967) reported that the majority of northern 

pike in Lake Windermere spawn for the first time at age-2 and the mean length was 42.1 

cm for female pike. However, according to experimental investigations by Grimm and 

Klinge (1996), it is well known that even pike yearlings can mature much earlier if there 

are no older pike present, with fork length (cm) of 18.0 cm and 26.0 cm being the 

critical size for males and females. These results confirm the in general well accepted 
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hypothesis that size rather than the age determines the time of the sexual maturation of 

northern pike (Frost and Kipling 1967; Holćik 1968; Mann 1976). Hence, pike 

densities, as well as environmental conditions (e.g. food availability), which have 

substantial influence on growth rates as already mentioned in the section before, also 

affect size-at-maturation. However, when comparing the values for length at full 

maturation with the values given in Raat (1988), male pike in Kleiner Döllnsee seem to 

become fully mature at much smaller sizes than reported in the literature. For male pike 

an important trade-off between investing energy into growth or reproduction is very 

likely to exist, which may result in selection towards either fast growth to escape size-

dependent predation by conspecifics (Haugen et al. 2007), or in selection of high 

investment of energy into reproduction early in life when chances of future survival are 

low (Lester et al. 2004; Arlinghaus et al. 2009). The low size-at-maturation for male 

pike in Kleiner Döllnsee was thus maybe a result of an evolutionary response to high 

mortality probabilities to increase fitness by maturing fully at small size (Diana 1983). 

Indeed, maturation of sizes as small as 18 cm has been reported for male pike (Grim & 

Klinge 1996), and thus the findings from Kleiner Döllnsee in terms of maturation were 

comparable to literature reports. 

Another crucial aspect to judge the representativeness of the pike population in 

Kleiner Döllnsee was the estimated size-dependency of absolute fecundity for female 

pike. The calculated mean (± SD) egg number for all mature female pike in the present 

study, which ranged in their total length between 38.0 and 87.0 cm, was 10396 ± 7051 

eggs (range, 3061 – 37399 eggs per female). These egg numbers are substantially lower 

in comparison with most values reported in the literature for similar-sized pike. 

Lenhardt and Cakić (2002) investigated 44 specimens which ranged in their total length 

between 17.8 and 63.0 cm and found values for absolute fecundity in a range between 

524 and 123896 eggs. Similarly, Priegel and Krohn (1975) observed a 60.7 cm (1541 g) 

fish contained 37190 eggs while a 72.6 cm (2938 g) fish contained 65570 eggs. 

However, Lindroth (1946) found a considerably lower number of eggs for pike in 

Sweden, e.g., 38000 eggs for a pike of 79.0 cm, suggesting that the values for fecundity 

estimated in the present study are not unnatural (e.g., 37399 eggs for a pike of 87.0 cm 

in the study lake). In general, the size-fecundity relationship in Kleiner Döllnsee 

followed an exponentially increasing regression model, which is well-known for pike in 

the literature (reviewed by Raat 1988). Several factors resulting in comparatively low 

fecundity in Kleiner Döllnsee could be proposed. For example, Kipling and Frost 
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(1969) suggested that change in the number of eggs per g of total fish weight could be a 

density dependent population regulation mechanism. The authors postulated that stress 

caused by overcrowding results in the effect that pike produce fewer eggs for the next 

spawning season. The same results were found by Craig and Kipling (1969), who 

observed that the relative fecundity of pike responded to changes in adult biomass, with 

a two year time lag. Similar findings were reported by Edeline et al. (2007) with one 

year time lag. It could thus be concluded that the relatively high density of pike in 

Kleiner Döllnsee had maybe a negative effect on fecundity through high competition for 

food and resulting low availability of surplus energy, in the same way as already argued 

for growth. 

Parental behaviour in selecting spawning sites has been shown to be a crucial 

factor for reproductive success of pike in the natural environment (Casselman & Lewis 

1996; Farrell et al. 2006), and this species is known to exhibit natal site fidelity in larger 

lakes and rivers (Miller et al. 2001). At least two different spawning locations were 

identified in Kleiner Döllnsee using miniature radio transmitters inserted into the 

oviduct of female pike. One pike expelled its transmitter on April, 03, 2008 in a dense 

bed of submerged macrophytes at the edge to reed habitat in 0.5 m water depth. Another 

pike expelled its transmitter on April, 08, 2008 and did so in a deeper area with water 

depth of about 1.5 m at the edge to a large macrophyte bed. Due to the low sample size, 

however, detailed knowledge in terms of the variability among female pike in selecting 

different spawning habitats in Kleiner Döllnsee remaind unclear. Nevertheless, it is 

known from the literature that pike differ in their preference for spawning habitat and 

may spawn in deep as well as shallow water alongside vegetation (Farrell et al. 2006; 

Pierce et al. 2007). These spawning preferences agree with the findings of the present 

study. A clear trend was observed in most of the previous studies that pike prefer 

shallow areas (water depths 0.5 – 1.5 m) at the beginning of the spawning season, 

whereas deeper areas (around 3.0 m) are preferred at the end of the breeding season 

(Pierce 2004), suggesting that water temperature may correlate with the spatial 

distribution of spawning areas. In addition, Casselman and Lewis (1996) classified and 

ranked the key habitat requirements for pike spawning and embryonic-larval 

development and found that vegetation type was one of the most important factors. Due 

to the fact that Kleiner Döllnsee offers abundant emergent and submergent vegetation, 

spawning habitat is likely not a limiting factor that could explain differences in 

reproductive success among individuals. Otherwise, one could have hypothesised that 
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female body size might be a crucial factor in competing for limited spawning habitats in 

the same way as it is was shown in salmonid fishes (Fleming 1997). Presumably, this 

was not the case in the study lake.  

Spawning of pike in Kleiner Döllnsee occurred over an extended five-week 

period from end of March, 25, until beginning of May, 01, 2008, as revealed by otolith 

microstructure analysis of YOY pike. The mean daily water temperature during the 

spawning period ranged between 5.1 and 14.7 °C in the study lake. These findings agree 

well with the existing literature (e.g., 6 – 8 weeks, Farrell et al. 2006), but the length of 

the spawning season has been shown to vary considerably between years and location 

(reviewed by Raat 1988). Spawning of pike takes usually place between March and 

May in temperate regions at water temperatures ranging from 6 to 14 °C (Frost & 

Kipling 1967; Priegel & Krohn 1975; Gilles & Dubois 1995). Similarly, in Kleiner 

Döllnsee the first spawning activity occurred at relatively low water temperature of 5.1 

°C, the peak spawning, however, occurred at temperatures between 8.3 and 10.4 °C. In 

addition, it was found that average size of spawning female pike decreased over the 

spawning season 2008 providing evidence for the finding that large and old fish spawn 

first and smaller fish later in the season. By contrast, Priegel and Krohn (1975) observed 

a trend in the average size of pike netted with progressing spawning season for males 

but not for females. However, Franklin and Smith (1963) found no change in average 

size for both male and female pike during the spawning season. According to the 

literature, it thus remains unclear whether the trend observed in the study lake is typical 

for pike populations but it provides conclusive evidence for Kleiner Döllnsee that there 

is an inverse size-dependency of spawning time in pike over the course of the spawning 

season. However, due to the fact that these results are based on a single year of 

observation from the year 2008 and due to divergent and inconsistent findings in the 

literature, one should be careful when generalizing these findings. Nevertheless, it is 

reasonable to hypothesize that the long spawning period observed in Kleiner Döllnsee 

and the size-dependency of the spawning period is a bet-hedging strategy of the pike 

population, which assures that at least some of the offspring encounter favourable 

environmental conditions in a stochastic natural world (Wright & Trippel 2009). The 

evolution of an extended spawning period with varying spawning times and dates of 

fish different ages and sizes has been reported for several fish species (Berkely et al. 

2004), especially in unpredictable ecological environments, which preserves genetic 

variance and phenotypic plasticity in fitness-related traits (Marshall et al. 2008). It is 
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conceivable that the size-dependent dispersal of the eggs in time, and potentially also in 

place, is a reproductive strategy of females shaped by evolution because it is known 

from other fish species that dispersal of eggs and larvae in space and time can reduce 

the degree of resource competition among offspring and thus affect their growth and 

survival (Einum & Fleming 2000). While from an evolutionary perspective the 

evolution of extended spawning time and size-dependent spread of larval production 

over the spawning season is conceivable, a growth advantage of the early-hatched 

larvae from an average larger and older female later in the season was not found in the 

present study. More precisely, there was neither a significant relationship between total 

length or age of female pike and the total length of the YOY at time of capture in July 

2008 nor between the length of females and the mean daily growth rate of the YOY. 

However, because only one year was studied, the relationships might look different in 

other years with different ecological conditions (Carlson et al. 2007). In general, 

however, even in species with no direct parental care such as pike, when, where and 

how females place their offspring is often the single greatest determinant of offspring 

growth and survival and thus reproductive success (Bernardo 1996; Mousseu & Fox 

1998; Einum & Fleming 2000), and it is reasonable to assume that spawning patterns 

found in Kleiner Döllnsee reflect adaptation to prevailing ecological conditions in the 

course of evolution to optimize individual fitness. Thus, it can be concluded that the 

inverse size-dependency of spawning timing observed in this lake is beneficial for the 

population and a result of evolutionary adaptation. 

The above mentioned results provided no exclusive evidence about the role of 

size-dependent maternal influences on offspring growth and survival in Kleiner 

Döllnsee. On the one hand, the earlier spawning of large and old fish might be 

interpreted as a size-dependent maternal influence on recruitment patterns at the 

population level. On the other hand, there was no larger growth rate and no larger 

average total length of YOY later in the year until July by those offspring hatching 

earlier from larger females. Thus, there was no evidence of size-dependent maternal 

effects on offspring growth rate over the course of the season of 2008. This finding 

agrees with much of the literature on size-dependent maternal effects that have often 

reported only a short-term “fitness” advantage of larvae originating from large 

spawners, and these differences get progressively smaller throughout the course of the 

year (Heath & Blouw 1998), for example as a result of compensatory growth patterns 

(Ali et al. 2003). However, one should not conclude that no size-dependent maternal 
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effects on offspring growth and survival exist in pike Kleiner Döllnsee because size of 

female pike is confounded by spawning time. Thus, a true maternal effect on size of 

females for example on larval size through larger eggs sizes might not result in 

consistently larger size later in the year because the larvae from large females were born 

at lower water temperature, while offspring from smaller females were born later in the 

year at higher water temperature. 

Similar findings were found by Phelps et al. (2003) for age-0 largemouth bass 

(Micropterus salmoides) where hatch timing had no influence on total length at time of 

capture later in the year. By contrast, Miller and Storck (1984) found for largemouth 

bass (age-0) that older individuals had maintained and increased their initial length 

advantage until sampling date (September). Same results were reported by Phelps et al. 

(2008) for common carp (Cyprinus carpio) in two different lakes where fish that 

hatched earlier achieved greater total length at the end of the first growing season. In 

Kleiner Döllnsee, hatch date in the study year 2008 was found to be inversely related to 

mean daily growth rate, indicating compensatory growth of later-hatched larvae. More 

precisely, YOY pike that hatched later in the season exhibited greater daily growth 

rates, suggesting that these individuals experienced warmer, more stable environmental 

conditions and thus greater food availability. Similarly, Pine and Allen (2001) found 

that earlier-hatched age-0 black crappies (Pomoxis nigromaculatus) had lower daily 

growth rates compared with fish hatched in the midseason and those hatched late in the 

season. Although the authors found no significant differences in the abundance of the 

common prey taxa during the season, it was observed that main daily growth rates were 

positively correlated with water temperature, which increased over the hatching season. 

By contrast, Phelps et al. (2003) reported a significant negative correlation between 

hatching date and daily growth, indicating that earlier-hatched largemouth bass 

exhibited faster growth than later-hatched fish. It is likely that the advantage of hatching 

early or later in the season mainly depends on the prevailing environmental conditions 

and may change from year to year as a function of the interrelationships between 

temperature, food availability and competition (match-mismatch-hypothesis).  

The findings from Kleiner Döllnsee about the differential growth rate of early 

and late spawned offspring suggest compensatory growth (Ali et al. 2003) of pike 

hatched later in the year. Thus, a potential size-dependent maternal advantage of larvae 

from large females did not translate into ecologically relevant trait of larger offspring 

length. Similarly, Fortin et al. (1982) suggested that the length range of pike in the first 
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week of July was not dependent on the period of spawning by comparing two year 

classes of pike resulting from early spawning by end March/early April (1966 and 

1977), with two year classes of pike resulting from later spawning activity, by mid-

April (1974 and 1978). In addition, they suggested that growth is more strongly 

influenced by temperature (and possibly food availability) than by time of spawning per 

se. This could be one possible explanation for the findings in the study lake. However, 

increase in length is generally extremely variable between YOY pike, depending upon 

habitat and environmental conditions (Franklin & Smith 1963; Raitaniemi 1995), 

potentially explaining the high variance in total length between YOY throughout the 

season in the study lake. The results of otolith analysis indicated that offspring of larger 

females, which have been shown to spawn earlier in the season, had neither greater total 

length at the day of capture in July, nor greater mean daily growth rates. Hence, the 

results did not confirm size-dependent maternal influence on offspring traits, but this 

should not be misinterpreted in a way that these maternal effects were absent. 

Moreover, due to cannibalism size-selective mortality could have happened prior to the 

sampling period in July (Grimm 1981b; Bry et al. 1992; Skov et al. 2003) equalizing the 

size distribution of offspring hatched in different periods over the course of the year, 

which in turn may have precluded to find significant relationships between size of 

females and offspring length at the time of sampling. In addition, potential size-

dependent maternal effects on larval size were maybe present earlier in the season, but 

not detectable anymore in July, which is in agreement with the literature that these 

effects could be large early in the development but decay rapidly after larval phase 

(Heath & Blouw 1998). While Wright and Shoesmith (1988) found a significant 

relationship between egg diameter and larval length-at-hatch and female size ranging in 

total length between 41 cm and 101 cm, they did not find a significant relationship 

between mean egg size and mean fry size nor between fry length and adult length. This 

study confirmed the findings that the potential influence of size-dependent maternal 

effects on larval traits should only be expected in the short term, and should not 

significantly influence the individual reproductive success over longer time scales. 

5.3 Determinants of individual reproductive success of pike in Kleiner Döllnsee 

This is the first study that provides direct estimates of individual reproductive success 

for a pike population under natural conditions. Only a few such population studies have 

evaluated the variance of relative reproductive success (RRS) among individuals in 
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broadcast spawner fish with no parental care, as well as the influence of size-related and 

other varying traits on RRS, based on a relatively exhaustive sample of sexually mature 

adults in a wild fish population. Hence, the findings of the present study should be 

useful for future work in this research area. 

The results of the present study indicated that the RRS of male and female pike 

was not, as initially hypothesized, a significant function of body size, and consequently 

age, in Kleiner Döllnsee in the study year of 2008. More specifically, the results 

obtained did not confirm the initially predicted importance of large parent body size and 

its related traits on RRS, although a relative high degree of variance in individual 

reproductive success, as well as in the potential predictor traits of RRS, was found for 

both sexes. It is however noteworthy that RRS of females was positively affected by 

high juvenile growth – a trait that was consequently estimated to be under selection in 

the study lake. In addition, there was a trend for larger males to have higher RRS, but 

this trend was not statistically significant, and there was also no evidence for 

reproductive senescence for very old or large female pike. A step-wise exploratory 

multiple regression model regressing RRS on all potential predictor variables that were 

either directly measured (e.g., age, length) or backward or forward projected and thus 

estimated towards the spawning period in spring (e.g., weight, condition, fecundity), 

was not significant for both male and female pike. This was not expected, just given the 

high correlation between female body size, weight and absolute fecundity in fish 

(Wootton 1984; Fleming 1997; Abdoli et al. 2005; Kamler 2005), or male body size and 

the often reported competitive ability to secure resources or high number of mates 

(Kitano 1996; Bekkevold et al. 2002; McLean et al. 2004; Berejikian et al. 2009; 

Reichard et al. 2009). Obviously, body size of pike and spawning time were confounded 

so no exclusive statement about the lack of size-dependent relationship on RRS can be 

derived. Under natural conditions, the present result about a lack of significant body 

length effects on RRS were previously reported in other fish, such as by Garant et al. 

(2001) in Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) for both males and females and by Gross and 

Kapuscinski (1997) for male smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu). Similarly, 

McLean et al. (2004) found that adult body size did not significantly increase 

reproductive success in steelhead trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), and Thériault et al. 

(2007) did not found any significant relationship between body size and RRS for male 

brook charr (Salvelinus fontinalis). However, the same author reported that larger 

females were more successful than small females. According to these findings in the 
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literature it could be concluded that the importance of body size for reproductive 

success is variable, likely depending on the fish species and varying by the 

environmental conditions it has experienced. For example, Quinn et al. (2001) and 

Carlson et al. (2009) reported for salmonids that large size in small rivers were not 

profitable for females, because low water flows make successful ascent and breeding by 

large salmon risky and difficult, counteracting size advantages for fitness associated 

with size. However, the absence of any clear relationship between body size and RRS in 

the present study in Kleiner Döllnsee seems to be less obvious compared to these 

examples from the environmental dependency of RRS and body size.  

One possible methodological explanation for the results observed in the study 

lake could be that body size-related traits other than total length and age had influenced 

individual relative reproductive success, such as body morphology or true condition and 

fecundity. Although a set of potential predictors were established to explain RRS, 

especially for female pike, one should not forget that some potential predictor variables 

were not directly measured prior to the spawning time. Some predictor variables were 

estimated or “assigned” to each potential spawner based on general population 

characteristics established in other study years (e.g., individual fecundity) or inferred 

from forward or backward calculation from individual fish captured and recaptured 

various times during the study year to the same reference time prior to spawning (e.g., 

weight, and thus Fulton condition or relative condition). This approach has resulted in 

an “averaging” of variables such as condition or fecundity, which reduced variance 

among individuals. However, this approach was needed because pike were sampled 

during a period of one year and it was not possible to use individuals that were just 

sampled directly prior to spawning time because of low sample size. This approach 

might had reduced variance and thus minimized significant relationships. 

An alternative reason for the lack of a clear relationship between size of females 

and RRS in pike could be that large fish spawned earlier, as previously discussed. 

Potentially, the low water temperature earlier in the season coupled with low food 

abundance in this particular year had increased mortality for the early Hatched YOY 

originating from large females, which in turn might have reduced the potential fecundity 

effect in RRS. It is known for long that the very early period is critical in pike so that 

any small increase in mortality can have dramatic impacts on total recruitment (LeCren 

1987; Wright 1990; Bry et al. 1992). 
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Despite the lack of a clear size effect on RRS of pike in Kleiner Döllnsee, it is 

noteworthy to mention that there was a clear trend for the RRS of females being 

positively affected by high juvenile growth. Although it is mechanistically unclear how 

juvenile growth rate positively influences RRS of females later in adult life, this highly 

interesting “carry-over” effect across ontogeny demands some speculative discussion. In 

general, examples from natural system on the interrelationship between maternal (or 

paternal) growth history and number of viable offspring produced are scare in the fish 

biological literature (Tsikliras et al. 2007). However, it is known that growth history of 

fish influence resources available for reproduction (Roff 1983). While often a direct 

trade-off between energy investments into somatic growth versus reproduction is 

assumed (Lester et al. 2004), there are also examples how fast growth can be translated 

into high fecundity in the next breeding season (Schulz & Warner 1991). However, this 

perspective deals with adult growth conditions and reproduction and with an 

evolutionary perspective of investment decisions on energy allocation (Roff 1983; 

Lester et al. 2004), and does not obviously explain the relationship between juvenile 

growth rate and RRS as found in the present study. One could, however, that high 

juvenile growth in pike is a surrogate indicator for the high competitive ability of these 

individuals to secure scare resources or for a generally better developed ability to use 

the ingested resources. This has either a genetic background or may be a plastic 

response influenced by behaviour. It was previously concluded that Kleiner Döllnsee 

exhibits a relatively high population density resulting in high competition for food. 

Therefore, individual pike that grow fast early in life should differ in their foraging or 

risk-taking behaviour from slow growing fish and be able to secure more energy 

supporting fast growth (Biro et al. 2004). This has obvious fitness advantages in terms 

of increases chances of survival by growing as quickly as possible size-selective 

predation by potential cannibals (Haugen et al. 2007) but may also signal individuals 

that have higher competitive ability, or both. These competitively superior fish that 

grow fast early in life might exhibit superior performance in securing resources later in 

life (Haugen et al. 2007).  This might in turn translate into better condition or increased 

fecundity, which was shown in the study of Edeline et al. (2007), who found in 

Windermere pike that within particular age classes larger fish (faster growth) had higher 

relative fecundity. This hypothesis that fast growth transcends into increased 

reproductive output was also confirmed by Morita et al. (1999), who found that 

differences in egg size (but not egg number) were strongly positively associated with 
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maternal growth history. In contrast to the present study, however, this effect was only 

found for high growth rate in the second year of life. Similarly, Campbell et al. (2006) 

found a strong positive relationship between ovary mass and body length at spawning 

for female coho salmon reared in different environments, also indicating the potential 

role of different growth histories for fecundity later in life, and Lobon-Cervia et al. 

(1997) reported that faster growing brown trout (Salmo trutta) spawned more, but 

smaller eggs. Also Jonsson et al. (1996) found in Atlantic salmon that egg size 

decreased and fecundity increased with higher rates of juvenile growth. Because large 

eggs are favoured under poor feeding conditions, Jonsson et al. (1996) argued that 

adults adjust egg size and therefore fecundity to the feeding conditions they experienced 

early in life. It is interesting to know that for female pike in Kleiner Döllnsee no 

significant correlation between Fulton condition factor and juvenile growth rate was 

found. Unfortunately, there was no possibility to check for the relationship between 

juvenile growth and actual fecundity in pike because no true fecundity data were 

available for these individuals composing the spawning stock. Hence, the final 

mechanism by which fast juvenile growth positively affects RRS of pike in Kleiner 

Döllnsee remain unknown but it is assumed that faster growing fish are somewhat better 

able to secure resources, which might translate into higher gonad quality or simple 

elevated fecundity at spawning. 

The above-mentioned findings were reflected in the estimation of selection 

pressures on adaptive traits inferred by regression on the adaptive traits. Accordingly, 

no significant selection gradients on body size or spawning time were found but positive 

selection on juvenile growth rate in female fish was clearly identified. It was initially 

hypothesized that natural selection should favour large body size for both sexes of pike 

because large size should confer fitness benefits in general terms (DiBattista et al. 

2007). Indeed, previous research using survival as fitness measure has clearly found that 

natural selection favour fast growth and large body size in natural fish populations other 

than pike (Carlson et al. 2004). However, when fitness measure was RRS only fast 

juvenile growth rate emerged as being under natural selection, and this was only the 

case for female pike and also clearly visible after controlling for body length at 

spawning in the selection analysis. This again points to the speculation that fast juvenile 

growth likely encapsulates one or several underlying traits such as energy conversation 

or comparative ability that positively enhance reproductive output. Although the 

generally well established “bigger is better” hypothesis was not confirmed in the present 
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study when using reproductive output as fitness measure, the relative low P-value (P = 

0.196) for positive selection gradient (direct) on body size for male pike indicated at 

least a pronounced trend. Similarly, Hendry et al. (2003) estimated natural selection 

(mark-recapture) acting on Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) in the Connecticut River 

(USA) and found little evidence that any of the phenotypic traits (body length, body 

mass, condition factor, growth) were either subject to strong directional selection nor 

strong or consistent stabilizing selection. This is, however, in contrast to what has been 

found in Pacific salmon species (Oncorhynchus sp.) where selection on male body size 

accounted for 42 % of the opportunity for selection during breeding (Fleming & Cross 

1994). In addition, Seamons et al. (2007) also found from 19 consecutive brood years in 

steelhead trout that selection more often favoured larger males and females than small 

ones (by measuring lifetime reproductive success). Overall, however, selection on traits 

directly affecting fitness (such as those affecting survival and reproductive output) 

should not be expected to be high in species under long periods of natural selection 

(Kingsolver et al. 2001; Hoekstra et al. 2001; Hendry et al. 2003) due to the fact that in 

the course of evolution variance in these traits should be eroded quickly so that natural 

selection strength vanishes. Specifically, past selection should then have eliminated 

most maladaptive variation from undisturbed population. Hereford et al. (2004) 

compared mean- and variance-standardized selection gradients in a meta-analysis and 

reported that the mean value was 0.09 for the variance-standardized selection gradient 

and 0.54 for the mean-standardized selection gradient (uncorrected values) across 

nature. The variance-standardized selection gradient for juvenile growth in female pike 

was 0.227 and the mean-standardized selection gradient was 1.073 meaning that 

doubling juvenile growth rate would increase reproductive fitness by 107.3 %. The 

values for the selection gradients in the study lake are thus comparatively high. 

However, it must be mentioned that Hereford et al. (2004) found relatively high 

differences in mean-standardized selection gradients depending on the type of trait 

studied (life history or morphological) and the fitness measure used. 

A limitation of the selection analyses on adaptive traits in the present study is 

that the set of body size-related traits examined was limited due to the lack of data. In 

fact, only two potential traits were jointly incorporated for male and female pike in the 

selection analysis (juvenile growth rate and total length at spawning). It is entirely 

possible that other unmeasured traits were under stronger natural selection. Possibly, 

also the sample size was too low precluding finding significant effects even for the both 
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body size-related traits for both male and female pike. Kingsolver et al. (2001) and 

Hoekstra et al. (2001) found that most published studies had sample sizes below 135 

individuals, resulting in low statistical power to detect selection of the (small) 

magnitude of selection strength typically reported for natural populations. In the present 

study a high proportion of individuals was sampled and incorporated into the selection 

analysis (N = 164), which should have been sufficient to detect selection on the traits. 

Another limitation of studies on selection strength on adaptive traits in nature is that 

most studies were not replicated (Kingsolver et al. 2001). The present study in Kleiner 

Döllnsee suffers from the same limitation and is only representative for one single 

breeding year, which precludes any meaningful general conclusions on reproduction-

related selection on traits. Indeed, it has been shown that studies on natural populations 

often document considerable variation in selection among years on conjunction with 

changing ecological conditions (Blanckenhorn et al. 1999; Hendry et al. 2003; Seamons 

et al. 2007). Specifically for pike, wild populations are continually subject to changing 

natural selection pressures, which temporally fluctuate in direction and/or magnitude in 

response to changing prey availability or temperature conditions (Edeline et al. 2007, 

2008). Such variation in selection pressures occurs across seasons and years and is one 

important reason for maintenance of phenotypic (and genotypic) variance in nature 

(Seamons et al. 2007). Thus, a cautionary note is raised that the positive selection on 

juvenile growth rate and the lack of selection on body size might only be valid for the 

study year and might change in direction and magnitude in other years and seasons. 

Irrespective of this caveat, a clear trend towards selection on high juvenile 

growth rate was found for female pike in the present study and the sign for quadratic 

selection gradients was negative suggesting some sort of stabilizing selection towards 

an “optimal” juvenile growth rate. While this study cannot shed light into precise 

mechanism explaining this form of selection operating through reproductive fitness, this 

selection gradient for fast growth strengtheness the previous reported natural selection 

gradients for fast growth when survival is used as a fitness measure (Carlson et al. 2004; 

Edeline et al. 2007). Thus, fast juvenile growth pays off to increase survival as well as 

to increase reproductive output at least for female pike. Such positive natural selection 

for growing fast could be, for example, counterbalanced by selection pressures for slow 

growth if pike populations which are exploited by fishing in a size-selective manner 

(Conover & Munch 2002).  
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In the present study, no significant directional selection was found in the for 

spawning time in female pike. It is well known for a number of fish species that a 

population has been selected to breed at highly predictable times of the year in a 

confined spawning season shaped by natural selection and linked to favourable 

conditions for incubation of embryos, emergence, and first feeding by larvae (Einum & 

Fleming 2000; McLean et al. 2004). However, some degree of environmental 

stochasticity often remains so that most successful timing and location of spawning, in 

terms of influence on survival offspring, and hence fitness of the individual parent, will 

likely differ among season (Fleming 1997). The same findings were observed in the 

selection analysis in Kleiner Döllnsee, where quadratic selection gradients had a 

positive sign (but not significant) for spawning date, suggesting disruptive selection for 

either early or late spawning. As differently sized parents of one population differ in 

spawning location and timing, it is conceivable that preservation of size and age 

structure provides an optimal dispersion of egg and larva production within a given 

season buffering between-year fluctuations in population size and abiotic environment 

conditions and preserving variance in spawning timing within the population of pike.  

In summary, it is reasonable to say that although the Lande-Arnold approach has 

revolutionized microevolutionary studies on selection over the last 25 years, a more 

complete knowledge of the strength, mode, and frequency of selection in the wild 

continues to be challenge for evolutionary biologists (Hoekstra et al. 2001; Kingsolver 

et al. 2001; Hereford et al. 2004, Kingsolver & Pfennig 2007; Stinchcombe et al. 2008). 

This is especially important for fish species, such as pike, where the traits under 

selection are less obvious. Notwithstanding, natural selection on high juvenile growth 

rate using reproductive success as the fitness measure was found Kleiner Döllnsee in the 

year 2008, although the underlying mechanisms are not fully understood. However, no 

selection towards larger body size at spawning was detected, which contradicted the 

initial hypotheses. Because positive selection for fast juvenile growth rate remained 

after controlling for body size at spawning, it is contended that individual pike that grow 

fast early in life exhibit certain characteristics that render them to secure more or better 

resources that translates into either higher egg and larval quality or increased fecundity. 

Thus, juvenile growth rate might be an “indicator” trait for a range of underlying traits 

that are positively related to reproductive success such as competitively ability or 

energy allocation efficiency into gonad size or quality. 
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5.4 Methodological issues 

Finally, some methodological discussion is warranted because the confidence in the 

natural selection patterns estimated, and also the insights into the determinants of 

relative reproductive success for a natural pike population, crucially depends on the 

reliability of the sampling programme designed to assess the spawning population size 

as well as its main biological characteristics in the spawning year 2008. Therefore, 

weaknesses and constraints of the applied methods shall be discussed.  

In terms of the population density estimate in Kleiner Döllnsee a reliable 

estimation was essential to evaluate sampling success of the spawner population (e.g., 

assessment of completeness in different age/size classes) and for effective parentage 

analysis (Marshall et al. 1998; Kalinowski et al. 2007). Multiple census Schnabel mark 

and recapture techniques were used which are contingent on conditions concerning 

mortality, mark losses, distribution patterns, and fishing effort (Ricker 1975; Sharma & 

Borgstrøm 2008). Many authors implicitly assume that these conditions are met in their 

studies without providing tests about underlying assumptions. Unfortunately, it is often 

questionable whether all these assumptions are justified but testing them represents a 

considerable methodological difficulty. To minimize errors in the present study, the 

sampling effort was kept high during the whole experimental period and pike were 

sampled in different seasons throughout the year in all available habitats, thereby 

minimizing habitat specific and temporal sampling biases known for pike (Pierce et al. 

1995). Furthermore, as proposed by Ricker (1975), different sampling techniques were 

used to account for the selective nature of the specific method for pike. The 

combination of angling and electro-fishing during the present study resulted in high 

sampling success if one compares the fraction of estimated age class abundance finally 

sampled during the course of the study. It was obvious that the estimation of pike 

population size using either electro-fishing or angling alone would have resulted in 

substantial biases when estimating total population abundance or the abundance 

(biomass density) of specific size or age classes. It has been clearly shown that 

neglecting one of these methods would have resulted in an underestimation of total 

population abundance. For example, a high proportion of pike were exclusively caught 

by angling in the open water area of the lake, suggesting that electro-fishing alone, 

which is mainly restricted to the shallow areas of the littoral, would have failed to 

sample these fish, potentially introducing substantial errors in population estimates for 
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larger size classes. In addition, the combination of sampling methods was crucial due to 

the fact that it was well known that individual pike differ in their behaviour with regard 

to habitat choice (pelagic or littoral) in Kleiner Döllnsee (Kobler et al. 2009). Although 

the possibility cannot be excluded that sampled and marked pike behaved differentially 

from untagged individuals, the study by Klefoth et al. (2008) showed that resubmission 

of normal behaviour patterns after tagging occurred within a couple of days. Therefore, 

confidence is expressed that the assumption of equal distribution and behaviour of 

tagged and untagged pike was warranted. Finally, also some PIT tag loss was observed 

in the present study (1.2 % of all individuals) but even if that occurred pike were always 

identifiable as marked individuals due to the existence of fin clips sign at the caudal fin, 

that were even visible when the fin had recovered. Also immigration and/or emigration 

of pike into/out of the lake could be excluded, because the Döllnfließ as the major in- 

and outflow to the lake is currently not connected to the study lake. In conclusion, 

confidence is expressed that the population estimation process resulted in reliable and 

valid data and the tight confidence intervals of population estimates reinforces this 

notion. 

The quality of the information on annual growth rates and age of pike was 

equally crucial in the present study for various reasons such as when determining 

juvenile growth rate as a trait potentially under selection. This requires reliable and 

accurate methods. Age determination using scales as a non-lethal method was 

performed to analyse the age structure and estimate growth of pike in Kleiner Döllnsee. 

Several reports exist on this aging technique for northern pike (Frost & Kipling 1959; 

Franklin & Smith 1960; Casselman 1967; Anwand 1969; Bregazzi & Kennedy 1980). 

Nearly all studies have shown that the method is often susceptible to high rates of error, 

for example due to the formation of false growth rings. Thus, careful identification and 

discarding of these rings was required during the scale analysis. A report on age 

determination from scales of northern pike with detailed descriptions of growth ring 

characteristics and formation was published by Mann and Beaumont (1990) and thus 

used as a guideline for the scale analysis in the present study. Mann and Beaumont 

(1990) found that in particular slow growth of pike early in life could result in high 

error rates, due to problems in identifying the first annulus on the scales. In addition, 

Frost and Kipling (1959) published a comprehensive study on the determination of age 

and growth of pike from scales and opercular bones. The authors conclude that the 

opercular bone provides a more valid method for determining age and growth in pike, 
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and Casselman (1990, 1996) found that the cleithrum provided an even better hard 

structure for aging pike. However, dissecting opercular bones or cleithra requires killing 

all fish and was therefore not suitable for the present study. Although it could be 

concluded that age determination and the back-calculation of length-at-age in the 

present study was maybe inaccurate, it produced results that were in a range reported by 

other studies in the literature. Moreover, in the year 2009 a number of marked fish were 

recaptured and the estimated growth increments from 2008 to 2009 were well in 

agreement with the growth data back-calculated from the scales. 

In addition, issues related to the reliability of the method which was used to 

locate potential spawning habitat in Kleiner Döllnsee in the present study should be 

mentioned briefly. In general, the use of miniature radio transmitter (inserted into the 

oviduct of female pike) was a relatively new approach in ecoids (Pierce 2004; Pierce et 

al. 2007). It is a non-surgical procedure and requires minimal effort for implementing. 

This method allows equipping ripe females prior to the spawning season without 

causing stress to the fish (Peake et al. 1997). However, only two out of ten female pike 

expelled their transmitters during the spawning season. Six female pike retained their 

transmitters until battery life was completed. Pierce et al. (2007) found that pike 

retained transmitters were generally smaller than fishes expelling them. However, this 

was not the case in the present study, where even the smallest female (TL = 55.5 cm) 

was able to expel the transmitter during egg deposition. The transmitters were torpedo-

shaped with an internal antenna on the top and much smaller than those used by Pierce 

(2004) and Pierce et al. (2007). However, due to the small size, battery life was 

restricted to six weeks and signal strength was very low. Using such transmitters 

represented a trade-off between small size (to ensure high release rates by pike) and 

battery life (signal strength). This complicated also the location of some pike which 

were generally found in the deeper (pelagic) areas of the lake where signal strength was 

low. Unfortunately, due to the relatively late spawning period as revealed by later 

otolith analysis of YOY, battery life ended at start of the spawning season. It could thus 

be suggested that pike were either equipped with transmitters to early in the season, or 

even unable to release the transmitter during egg deposition. However, given the length 

of the spawning season it is more likely that transmitters were expelled after battery ran 

empty rather than retained. Thus, only two spawning locations were identified, but there 

could be more in Kleiner Döllnsee With regard to future research it is proposed to equip 
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pike directly prior to the spawning season when pike are already ripe and staging for 

spawning (Pierce 2004; Pierce et al. 2007). 

Finally, and maybe most importantly, issues related to the reliability of 

parentage assignment approach should be discussed. Using molecular markers and 

parentage assignment is one of the most effective approaches to analyse individual 

reproductive success and natural selection in wild fish populations (Neff et al. 2000a; 

Araki & Blouin 2005). The applicability of parentage studies, however, relies on correct 

parentage assignment of offspring (Bekkevold et al. 2002; Araki & Blouin 2005). 

Hence, the DNA markers applied in the present study for parentage analysis of pike 

were chosen to maximize genetic resolution and to minimize typing errors. In addition, 

several simulations using the program CERVUS (version 3.0) were carried out prior to 

the final analysis in the present study to identify possible constraints and weaknesses of 

the approach. This was important for further interpretation and adaptability of the 

results. The program CERVUS (Marshall et al. 1998; Slate et al. 2000; Kalinowski et al. 

2007) is one out of several available programs, such as Kinship (Goodnight & Queller 

1999), PARENTE (Cercuell et al. 2002) and PAPA (Duchesne et al. 2002), which were 

most often applied for parentage analysis in the wild. According to Marshall et al. 

(1998), CERVUS can be used to calculate allele frequencies, run simulations and 

perform parentage analysis using data from all types of codominant markers. Slate et al. 

(2000) mentioned that this program offers advantages over exclusionary methods of 

paternity/maternity inference in that multiple nonexcluded males/females can be 

statistically distinguished, laboratory typing error are considered and statistical 

confidence is determined for assigned paternities/maternities through simulation. In 

addition, Slate et al. (2000) and Kalinowski et al. (2007) have assessed the accuracy of 

the program CERCUS in paternity analysis and found that this method is very robust 

under commonly encountered conditions. The same conclusion was obtained by Jones 

and Ardren (2003), who have reviewed different programs available for parentage 

analysis. The authors found that the ability of the program CERVUS to accommodate 

different sources of errors (genotyping error, mutation) was good in comparison with 

other programs. Nevertheless, Jones and Ardren (2003) also reported that the results of 

the program CERVUS were extremely sensitive to the estimate of the proportion of 

candidate parents sampled, which is provided as a parameter by the users. Thus, it was 

particularly crucial to estimate the abundance for male and female pike with high 

accuracy, and it is contented that this goal was reached in the present study.  
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Generally, the total or correct number of breeding adults in a population is rarely 

known in the wild, and this a major concern for many types of studies known from the 

literature (Jones & Ardren 2003). Several studies have shown that failing to sample all 

potential parents can create very high rates of assignment error that can only be 

accounted for if one has an accurate estimate of the number of missing adults (Marshall 

et al. 1998; Neff et al. 2000a,b; Araki & Blouin 2005). Specifically, Nielsen et al. 

(2001) demonstrated that failing to account for nonsampled males caused a substantial 

underestimation of relative reproductive success of dominant males relative to that of 

subdominant males in humpback whale. This was maybe the case in the present study in 

pike were a comparatively higher proportion of mature males were not sampled 

compared to female pike. Furthermore, genotyping error can affect estimation of 

variance in reproductive success among individuals (Bonin et al. 2004; Araki & Blouin 

2005; Hoffman & Amos 2005), and the resulting estimation of selection gradients in 

wild populations (Kruuk et al. 2002). Therefore, different studies have evaluated the 

costs and benefits when allowances are made for the presence of genotyping errors 

(Bonin et al. 2004; Morrissey & Wilson 2005). They found that the most powerful 

approach to handling genotyping errors in parentage analysis might be the application 

of likelihood equations such as those used in CERVUS with error rates set to values 

substantially lower than the rates at which genotypic errors occur (Morrissey & Wilson 

2005). These suggestions were taken into account in the present study. In conclusion, 

faith is expressed that the methods used for genotyping in the present study such as the 

use of high numbers of microsatellite loci (N = 16) combined with the application of the 

CERVUS routines resulted in reliable results. This is indicated by the fact that a high 

proportion of all offspring could be assigned to the corresponding mother (60.9 %) with 

a high level of confidence and, although to a lesser degree, also to the corresponding 

father (24.2 %). 
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6. CONCLUSION & IMPLICATIONS 

Although no significant positive relationship between body size and reproductive fitness 

for male and female pike in Kleiner Döllnsee was detected in the present study, 

precluding confirming the generally well established “bigger is better” hypothesis, there 

was a trend for large males exhibiting higher relative reproductive success (RRS). In 

terms of body size, also an inverse relationship between spawning time and size of 

female was detected, and it is the confounding relationship between spawning and size 

of females that may have resulted in the lack of significant relationships in the study 

year. However, there was also no evidence for reproductive senescence of very old or 

large spawners, because all sizes of pike irrespective of spawning time were found to 

exhibit equal reproductive success. In addition, this study is the first world-wide clearly 

providing evidence that, juvenile growth rate is positively correlated with reproductive 

success of female pike, and this relationship also held when controlling for body size at 

spawning. This suggest clearly that the ecological environment experienced by pike 

early in life has pervasive impact on reproductive fitness later in life, thus the early life 

has “carryover” effects at older stages during ontogeny. Because fast juvenile growth is 

not only important for reproductive success as found in the present study but also for 

pike survival (Haugen et al. 2007), any impacts on growth that result from natural of 

human-induced factors will likely have strong impacts on population development and 

long-term population growth (Edeline et al. in press). 

In terms of management implications, at least three recommendations can be 

drawn from the present study. First, as mentioned above, impacts of humans on aquatic 

ecosystems that affect growth rate of pike should be minimized. Such actions can for 

example encompass to minimize the degree of stress experienced by pike in the process 

of mandatory catch-and-release of small juvenile pike captured by anglers as by-catch, 

because this practise is known to impair growth of pike (Klefoth 2007). Secondly, 

despite the lack of relationship of body size of fish at spawning or spawning time for 

individual reproductive success in the study year of 2008 it is highly likely that the 

variance in expression of body size and the resulting spawning time as well as the 

preservation of an extended age structure is beneficial for pike population as a whole by 

providing a buffer against environmental variation across years though the spread of 

larval production in time and space (Berkely et al. 2004; Wright & Trippel 2009). Thus, 

the lack of a relationship between individual reproductive success and body size (and 
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age) of pike in the present study should not be misinterpreted to justify the aggressive 

culling of large and old pike as traditionally raised in the fisheries literature. By 

contrast, fisheries management decisions should not only be designed to protect a 

specific spawning stock biomass, but also protect a natural population structure. 

Because pike are particularly vulnerable to exhibit size and age truncation to intensive 

exploitation (Pierce et al. 1995), it is important to also preserve large and old fish in the 

population using appropriate management tools such as harvestable slot-length limits 

(Arlinghaus et al. 2008) as these fish seem to systematically spawn earlier. Removal of 

large and old pike will likely suppress the spawning time into a shorter period of time, 

which increases the likelihood of recruitment failure, in turn including larger between-

year fluctuations in population sizes (Anderson et al. 2008). Thirdly, conservation of 

pike population structure with all the variation in phenotypic traits that can be found 

under natural conditions should be an important general management goal because this 

study has shown that evolution has yet not shaped growth-related traits to an optimum 

in the pike population of Kleiner Döllnsee. While it is unlikely that such optimum 

combination of traits can be expected in nature due to environmental stochasticity 

preserving genotypic and phenotypic variability, the finding of positive selection on 

growth rate calls upon action to maintain variance in the population. Recent work by 

Edeline et al. (2009) has shown that harvesting of pike reduces variance in growth traits. 

Such effects can be detrimental for individual reproductive fitness and can have as yet 

unknown impact on pike stocks. However, this implication must be treated with caution 

as this study was based on a single year of observation, so that future work show 

whether positive selection pressures on fast juvenile growth are maintained under 

alternative ecological conditions and in different years. 
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APPENDIX 

 
Table A1: Number of individuals (N), mean weight per age class (kg), estimated 
abundance (N), and calculated biomass per age class (kg) for pike aged 3 years and 
older in Kleiner Döllnsee. 
Age class 

(years) 
Number 

(N) 
Mean weight 

(kg) 
Estimated abundance 

(N) 
Biomass per age 

class (kg) 
3 137 0.35 368 129.35 

4 87 0.73 169 123.56 

5 88 1.09 73 79.34 

6 31 1.49 35 52.26 

7 10 2.55 8 20.36 

8 11 2.57 8 20.57 

9 5 3.71 4 14.86 
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